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1 Executive Summary 
This document describes the “Repository Services” used in TAS3. Risaris and the 
University of Koblenz-Landau worked on the integration of TAS3 core 
components like the Master PDP from Kent and the TAS3 adapted zxid SSO 
component into their own components like the Risaris SOA Gateway and the 
Fedora library JFedora from University of Koblenz-Landau. 

The involvement of the University of Koblenz-Landau in TAS3 requires that new 
data can be ingested and modified with relative ease from the TAS3 
environment. Therefore Koblenz worked on the PEP component for the Fedora 
repository that interacts with the Master PDP from Kent and the zxid IDP. 
Moreover it logs events to the auditing system from Koblenz and handles 
obligations which are tied to the response of the PDP. 

The Fedora TAS3 repository conceptually comprises three separate repositories: 
the TAS3 generic object repository, the Sticky Store, and the Policy Store. The 
generic object repository is used to store TAS3 data objects such as medical 
records and e-portfolios. The policy store is used to store TAS3 policies, whilst the 
Sticky Store holds the many to many relationships between data objects and 
their sticky policies. One data object can have zero, one or many policies attached 
to it, whilst one policy can be attached to zero, one or many data objects. The 
Sticky Store and Policy Store are implementations of these concepts which are 
described more fully in Deliverable D7.1[1] 
 
Risaris’s involvement in TAS3 requires that existing data in older or ‘legacy’ 
databases and applications can be accessed with relative ease from the TAS3 
environment and can comply with any existing rules or policies about that data 
while also adding to those policies as part of the TAS3 project in general. 

The TAS3 infrastructure will provide a capability to enable data to be exchanged 
in a secure fashion using existing standards or standards to be developed by the 
project. The goal of the project is to provide demonstrators to show how this can 
be applied in existing environments that exist today in terms of employability 
portfolios, health and so on. One of the major issues with this is that a lot of data 
already exists in IT systems which do an extremely good job stand alone but 
which are not integrated together. 

In order to implement TAS3 for such systems, and by extensions in other systems 
outside of the product, it is necessary to enable the TAS3 infrastructure to access 
this existing data in a cost effective manner. It is well know that integration can 
absorb up to 70% of the cost of any project which would make the cost of 
implementing TAS3 prohibitive. This is where the Risaris SOA Gateway provides 
benefit to the project by enabling standards based access to existing data sources 
in minutes with a product based approach compared to traditional methods 
which involve many man months of effort to provide proprietary access to those 
data sources. 
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1.1 Reading Guide 
There's one subsection for each software bundle/package that is described in this 
deliverable. The documentation of one package is independent from the other 
package. So the reader can understand the documentation of one package 
without having to read the other. 

In the next chapter the reader finds details about the functionality of each of the 
software packages and their components. 

Chapter 3 is about the installation and configuration of the described packages. 

In chapter 4 the reader finds tutorials of how to use the software. 

Chapter 5 gives some insights into the architecture of the components and 
chapter 6 is a short version of the API. 

The last two chapters contain license information and a roadmap with 
functionalities that will be implemented in further versions of the described 
packages. 
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2 Introduction to the Software 

2.1 Purpose 

2.1.1 Repository Server 

The Repository Server software package delivers the following TAS3 components: 
T3-REP-JFedora and T3-PORT-REP.  

They serve the following purposes: 

- JFedora: Library to process the TAS3 Generic Data Format and a library 
that provides functions to use the adapted Fedora repository as TAS3 
reference repository (also PEP functionality). (T3-REP-JFedora) 

- Repository Explorer: An interface for end users to access the Fedora 
repository from the TAS3 portal.  (T3-PORT-REP) 

Both components integrate TAS3 core components like the TAS3 Identity 
Provider and the Master PDP (see below). 

TAS3 Identity Provider is the point where Users actually authenticate to the 
system.  After authentication, the IdP issues a Single Sign-On (SSO) token so 
that the Front End Service can complete the login process. [2] 

Master Policy Decision Point (Master PDP). The PEP calls Master PDP to obtain 
the authorization decision.  All logic of the authorization decision is masked 
behind the Master PDP. Thus the exact implementation details of Policy Decision 
Point Stack are irrelevant for the PEPs [2]. This fact is important for the 
components described below, because the PDP client integrated in the Repository 
Services is independent from the underlying technique of the PDP. 

  

 

 

2.1.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

The goal is to create an abstraction of the data that is on these databases or 
business logic by using the SOA Gateway. The structure of the existing data does 
not impact on how the SOA Gateway can show this data which will speed up 
even further the ability to interface such databases to the TAS3 infrastructure. 

Additionally, these services must be provided in a safe, secure fashion. The 
Risaris SOA Gateway must be integrated with existing TAS3 components to 
provide a robust solution to access legacy data. 
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2.2 Scope 

2.2.1 Repository Server 

2.2.1.1 JFedora 
The JFedora service contains functions that communicate with the TAS3 
authentication and authorization components to provide a secure access to person 
related data and handle obligations (see section 5.1.1.4. for more details). It 
functions as a PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) for the Fedora repository and 
belongs to the “Payload applications” (see figure 1).  

 

The other aspect of the JFedora service is the handling of data that is ingested 
into the Fedora repository.  

The library JFedora introduces an abstract view on data that are or should be 
stored in the adapted and secured Fedora repository. Data is classified according 
to the structure of Fedora object descriptions in XML (FO-XML). The library 
takes care of the correct serialization of data into XML fragments. 

Such an abstract layer could have been provided in a different way. Applications 
like Altova XML Spy can generate Java classes on the base of a XML schema. 

Figure 1: Position of the JFedora service in the TAS3 Architecture 
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Such classes can be used for creating and editing documents conforming to the 
schema. 

In fact JFedora is based on Java classes that are generated by Altova XML Spy. 
The XML schema used for the process is the XML Schema for FO-XML. JFedora 
is meant to extend the common functionality of the classes in order to provide 
rich features and a more common view on the data. 

2.2.1.2 Repository Explorer 
The Tas3 Repository Explorer is a web application which delivers an user 
oriented front end to view and edit documents based on the generic data format. 
The document gets structured and visualized in a tree view to explore its content. 
The Tas3 Repository Explorer is connected with a multimedia database. This 
database serves as a repository for the several parts of an generic TAS3 object  
(e.g.e-Portfolio  with identity, address, passport photo, certificates, etc.). 

The web application claims to be user oriented and gives a feel of a standard 
desktop application with tree navigation, content view and toolbar for operations. 

 

The TAS3 Explorer is an interface that allows end users to access private data. 
Therefore -normally- it would need to provide authentication and authorization 
functionalities. Those security functions are not directly provided by the 
graphical user interface itself. We solved this requirement by integrating the 
JFedora service (also described in this deliverable), which integrates with TAS3 
security components, into the TAS3 Explorer.  

Figure 2: Position of the TAS3 Explorer in the TAS3 Architecture 
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2.2.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

See section 2.1.2. 

 

2.3 Functionality 

2.3.1 Repository Server 

2.3.1.1 JFedora 
The JFedora service has two different parts of functionalities: “Security related” 
functions and “Payload related” functions. Security related functions contain 
methods to authenticate and authorize outgoing and incoming calls. Payload 
related functions contain methods to ingest, transform, version and modify data 
that is stored in a Fedora repository. 

Security related functions: 

• JFedora has integrated a PDP-Client that interacts with the TAS3 
authorisation service. 

• ZXID is inherent to the JFedora service, because JFedora uses the AXIS-
ZXID filters to send messages in a secure manner 

• TAS3-IDP is called by the zxid-client in JFedora 

• JFedora provides a storage of sticky policies 

• it provides the linking of sticky policies to data objects (the Sticky Store) 

• JFedora provides the first version of  an obligation handler 

• JFedora has integrated a TAS3-Audit Bus client called JFedora publisher. 

Payload related functions: 

JFedora introduces an abstract view on data in order to ease the creation and 
editing of FO-XML documents. The main features include 

• the addressing of data items that are not bound to a FO-XML document 

• the dynamic serialization of data in the DOM of a concrete FO-XML 
Document 

• an API that treats classified data as a possible aspect of a Fedora object 

• the capturing of predefined aspects of a Fedora object in the repository 

• the detection of changes to created or captured data 
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• the binding of values to method calls 

• the ingest of multiple objects with one method call 

• the usage of coherent method names for similar tasks 

• the definition of enumeration values for frequently used constants 

• a set of iterators that allow easy and fast access to parts of a Fedora object 

• a set of custom exceptions that allow a more detailed feedback on failures 

2.3.1.2 Repository Explorer 
As already mentioned in section 2.2.1.2. the TAS3 Repository Explorer doesn't 
provide security (authentication/authorization) functions by itself but by using 
the security related functions provided by the JFedora service.  

Security related functions: 

• Login via TAS3 IDP. 

 
 
Payload related functions: 

• Load and view a document  from a local file or search in an online 
repository. 

• Load and view a combined data object and its sticky policies from a local 
file 

• Load and view a policy object from a local file 

• Link data objects to sticky policies and undo the links between them 

• Ingest a whole document or just several parts into a repository to access 
person related  data over network. 

• Delete and Update functionality to modify and manage online content. 

• Undo and Redo support for several operations with the repository. 

• Export the currently loaded document as generic data format to local file 
system. 

 

2.3.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

The SOA Gateway exposes the data by way of standard-based web services. 
These WS are accessed over HTTP1 or HTTPS, and support the SOAP2

                                                
1  http://www.w3.org/Protocols/ 

 and 

2  http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/ 
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REST3 protocols. For each service hosted by the SOA Gateway, a WS-I Basic 
Profile4 Compliant WSDL is made available which describes how to access the 
service via the SOAP protocol. Depending on the configuration of these services, 
the SOAP protocol can also be extended to include extra functionality. Message 
Transmission Optimization Mechanism (MTOM5), is used as an effective method 
of sending and receiving binary data from the SOA Gateway web services. The 
WS-Security6

Each of the SOA Gateway web services provides a set of operations that allow the 
web service client to consume data or run business logic. Currently the 
operations provided are: 

 extension allows user credentials to be provided. This standards 
based approach allows unrelated software systems to interact with the SOA 
Gateway quickly and easily.  

− list: Retrieve zero or more records of data from the database. This method 
will allow users to “key” based on fields defined as “primary” and 
“secondary” in the SOA Gateway. If no records are found, an empty SOAP 
response is returned. 

− get: Retrieve zero or one records from the database. This method will 
allow users to “key” based on fields defined as “primary” only in the SOA 
Gateway. If no records are found, a SOAP fault is returned. 

− add: Insert one or more records of data into the database. 

− update: Change the data in an existing record. 

− delete: Delete an existing record. 

− select: Retrieve records based on combinations of regular expressions. 

− invoke: Execute a piece of business logic, e.g. a COBOL program. 

Operations 1-6 are only available when the service is represented by a database 
on the back-end. Operation 7 is only available when the service is represented by 
a piece of business logic. More detailed information on these operations can be 
found in the “API and Library Information” section. 

The integration of the SOA Gateway with TAS3 ensures that all services can be 
accessed in a secure manner using TAS3 protocols. A new component called the 
T3-SG-WSP has been developed for this purpose. 

The T3-SG-WSP module has the ability to return the metadata for a service to 
the client. To access the metadata, the client must issue a HTTP GET with “o=B” 
as the URL argument. For example, http://host/myService?o=B. This will call the 
tas3_simple_cf API.  

The following table outlines an overview of the actions when handling a client 
GET request for metadata. 
                                                
3  http://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/rest_arch_style.htm 
4  http://www.ws-i.org/profiles/basicprofile-1.1.html 
5  http://www.w3.org/TR/soap12-mtom/ 
6  http://www.ws-i.org/Profiles/BasicSecurityProfile-1.0.html 

http://host/myService?o=B�
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Action API 

Accept Request soaGatewayHandler API (invoked as an 
Apache request handler module) 

Create metadata tas3_simple_cf 

Return Request soaGatewayHandler 

 

 

As part of this SOA Gateway Web Service Provider interface, integration of the 
TAS3 authentication and authorization routines ensure that requests are 
processed securely.  

− When a client request hits the TAS3-secured SOA Gateway, the request is 
validated to ensure that it complies with the TAS3-specific headers and 
signatures. To accomplish this, the ZXID component is used, specifically 
the tas3_zxid_validate API. It is expected that the client has already 
performed Single Sign On (SSO) at a TAS3-enabled IdP before making 
this call. 

− The SOA Gateway can integrate with a Policy Decision Point (PDP) (via 
the TAS3 Authorization Service) to ensure that this user is authorized to 
access the particular resource. A call is made to the PDP via the tas3_az 
API. 

− If the user has been authenticated and authorized without any issue, the 
request is passed to the SOA Gateway processing layer where the request 
is handled based on the operation. 

− Potentially, this operation could involve calling another web service. In 
this optional case, the PDP would be invoked to make a decision based on 
the users policy for the additional web service request, and web service 
response. 

− The PDP is invoked to ensure that the response from the SOA Gateway is 
valid in terms of the users policy. 

− Before sending back to the client, the response is decorated by adding 
TAS3 specific headers and signatures.  

 

During all of the above steps, when a TAS3 API is called, a call is made to the 
TAS3 Audit Bus component to ensure that an audit trail is kept at all times. 

The following table outlines an overview of the actions when handling a client 
POST request. 

Action API 
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Accept Request soaGatewayHandler API (invoked as an Apache 
request handler module) 

Validate Request tas3_wsp_validate 

Authorize tas3_az 

Handle soaGatewayRequest 

*Authorize 
request/response 

tas3_az 

Authorize tas3_az 

Decorate tas3_decorate 

Return Request soaGatewayHandler 

 

*Optional. Depends on the operation. 
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2.4 Available Releases and Components 
The TAS3 software pool contains the following releases: 

2.4.1 Repository Server 

2.4.1.1 JFedora 
 

Component Version Comments 

T3-REP-JFedora 0.7 JFedora – TAS3 PEP for Fedora 
repository with integration of TAS3 
security components like T3-IDP and T3-
PDP-M 

2.4.1.2 Repository Explorer 
 

Component Version Comments 

T3-PORT-REP  0.8 Tas3 Explorer. A web based front-end to 
explore a Fedora repository. This 
component   integrates the JFedora 
service T3-Rep-JFedora 

 

2.4.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

T3-SG-BASE 

Component Version Description 

T3-SG-BASE v421 SOA Gateway “Panama” Release 

T3-SG-WSP V421 Integrated with SOA Gateway v421 

 

https://portal.tas3.eu/trac/wiki/T3-SG-BASE�
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3 Installation Guidelines 

3.1 Hardware and Software Prerequisites 

3.1.1 Repository Server 

3.1.1.1 JFedora 
TAS3 Prerequisites: 

JFedora is using TAS3 services: Mainly T3-PDP-M and T3-IDP. It is assumed 
that those two services are up and running and accessible via a known address. 

Moreover the Audit Bus needs to be up and running, so that JFedora can send 
Audit messages to it. The client for the Audit Bus is integrated in JFedora (it is 
called JfedoraPublisher). For more details have a look at Deliverable D8.2. [3]. 

For obligation handling, external services need to be installed like a mail server 
and the corresponding libraries to call this server/services. 

Other Prerequisites: 

The main library is released as a jar file. Additionally the library uses an ingest 
service that has to be deployed on the machine that runs the adapted Fedora 
repository. The ingest service uses Axis 2 as web service container. 

A program including the library must use Java 1.5 or higher. JFedora will not 
compile with older versions and the provided API makes use of Generics. 

Needed libraries are not included in the file. The reason is, that needed libraries 
can be commonly used by the user program and JFedora itself. This allows the 
user to choose a specific version for every common library. 

The possibility of choosing such a version can be a requirement, as the user may 
choose functionality that is specific to a version. 

An exception are the Java classes that were generated by Altova XML Spy and 
the stubs for the ingest service. These are supplied as additional jar files. 

The following libraries were used in order to test the library: 

All libraries needed for applications using Apache Axis 2 (you need to download 
and unpack Apache Axis 2) 

• axis2-adb-1.5.jar 
• axis2-adb-codegen-1.5.jar 
• axis2-ant-plugin-1.5.jar 
• axis2-clustering-1.5.jar 
• axis2-codegen-1.5.jar 
• axis2-corba-1.5.jar 
• axis2-fastinfoset-1.5.jar 
• axis2-java2wsdl-1.5.jar 
• axis2-jaxbri-1.5.jar 
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• axis2-jaxws-1.5.jar 
• axis2-jibx-1.5.jar 
• axis2-json-1.5.jar 
• axis2-kernel-1.5.jar 
• axis2-metadata-1.5.jar 
• axis2-mtompolicy-1.5.jar 
• axis2-saaj-1.5.jar 
• axis2-spring-1.5.jar 
• axis2-transport-http-1.5.jar 
• axis2-transport-local-1.5.jar 
• axis2-xmlbeans-1.5.jar 

Libraries for applications that use Apache Axis 1 

• axis-1.4.jar 
• axis-jaxrpc-1.4.jar 
• axis-saaj-1.4.jar 
• axis-wsdl4j-1.5.1.jar 

Libraries provided by the Apache Commons project 

• commons-codec-1.3.jar 

• commons-discovery-0.4.jar 

• commons-httpclient-3.1.jar 

• commons-logging-1.1.1.jar 

• log4j-1.2.8.jar 

Stubs for the ingest service that is used by the library 

• FoXmlIngestService-client.jar 

3.1.1.2 Repository Explorer 
For both, the web application and the standalone desktop application the 
following components are needed: 

− Java SE Development Kit(JDK) (tested with version 6) 

− Fedora Commons Repository (working only with previous releases, 
tested with 2.2.4) 

− Apache Tomcat (tested with 5.5.26, comes with the Fedora 
installation) 

− Axis 2 (tested with 1.4.1) 

Running the Seam Web Application locally, additionally requires the following 
components: 

− JBoss Applications Server (version 4 or higher, recommended is 
4.2.3.GA) 

− Recommended Frameworks and Tools: 

− JBoss Seam (recommended version is 2.2.0.GA) 
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− Eclipse (version 3.4.2) 

− JBoss Tools ( Eclipse plug-in, version 3.0) 

 

3.1.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

The SOA Gateway installation is made up of 2 parts. The server installation runs 
on the platform where the database or business logic resides. The control centre 
is a eclipse-based application which is used to administer one or more SOA 
Gateway server installations. To process TAS3 requests a valid ZXID installation 
and an authorization service (PDP) must be installed and configured. This ZXID 
installation must be present on the machine where the SOA Gateway runs. The 
authorization service may be present on the same or different machine, but when 
on a different machine the communications between the machines must be 
appropriate secured. It is also noted that in most cases, the SOA Gateway runs 
as a low priority user (such as nobody or www), therefore this ZXID installation 
must be accessible by this user.  

SOA Gateway Control Centre prerequisites 

• On Linux, the GTK2 Windowing system and its dependencies. 

• A Java Runtime Environment (minimum: JRE 1.5) 

• Eclipse runtime (version 3.3) 

Server Operating System Prerequisites 

The SOA Gateway is currently supported on the following platforms: 

− Windows 2003 & 2008 Server (standard edition and enterprise edition)  

− Windows XP Professional  

− Windows 2000 Professional, Server and Advanced Server  

− Windows Vista or 7 

− Linux x86, 32-bit and 64-bit 

− z/Linux s390x 64-bit 

− AIX 5.3 / 6.1, 64-bit 

− Solaris 9/10 SPARC, 64-bit 

− z/OS 

− z/VSE 
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3.2 Installation and Configuration Instructions 

3.2.1 Repository Server 

3.2.1.1 JFedora 
JFedora is available as JAR or encapsulated as an AAR. The latter means that 
JFedora is deployable as a web service in AXIS2. 

A user project has to include 

− the library 

− the jar file including the classes generated by Altova XML Spy 

− the jar file including the stubs for the custom ingest service 

in its class- and buildpath. The ingest service has to be configured with the help 
of the properties file „src/Fedora.properties“. The build script will add this file to 
the service container (the aar file). 

For developers: 

All these components and  their source code can be checked out from the SVN 
Repository (https://svn.uni-koblenz.de/mpinto/tas3) or can be downloaded from 
the TAS3 component pool. You need the following projects: 

− J4Fox/JFedora 

TAS3 related configurations: 

The connections from the JFedora service to the T3-PDP-M and the T3-IDP are 
currently not configurable by a XML configuration file. We plan this as a next 
step to update connection information for authentication and authorisation 
services even when the service has already started (hot deployment). Currently, 
those informations have to be defined during the build process. In the 
APPENDIX of this document is an extract of the build-file that generates the 
proxy classes to access the PDP. 

The Single Sign On functionality is provided by using ZXID and the Fedora 
Security Layer (FeSL). FeSL is the future replacement of Fedora's legacy 
authentication and authorization system. FeSL offers a new authentication layer 
that reduces complexity and allows for integration with more authentication 
systems. FeSL authentication is built on the Java Authentication and 
Authorization Service(JAAS). JAAS offers a well-established standard for 
authentication implementations. Among the benefits that JAAS provides are: 
cascading authentication, re-use of existing JAAS authentication modules and 
comprehensive documentation for those who wish to write their own 
authentication modules. 

The latter option has been chosen by us to integrate zxid based Single Sign On. 
We've implemented a special zxid authentication module that is simple to 
configure during the Fedora installation process (for more details see 5.1.1.1.): 

https://svn.uni-koblenz.de/mpinto/tas3�
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FeSL is a custom option in the Fedora Installer. See the Installation and 
Configuration Guide7

 

 for a detailed description of general Fedora installation 
options. Set "Enable FeSL AuthN" to "true" to enable FeSL Authentication in 
your Fedora installation. 

 

3.2.1.2 Repository Explorer 
Note: The Repository Explorer doesn't need to integrate directly with TAS3 
security services directly. As mentioned before, the authentication and 
authorization procedures are handled by the JFedora service. 

You have to run two servers simultaneously. On the one hand the Apache Tomcat 
to run Fedora and the required Axis 2 services and JBoss AS for the Seam web 
application on the other hand. Because of that, it is recommend to run the JBoss 
AS on port 8080 (default configuration) and Apache Tomcat on port 8181. Once 
the components are installed you need the following components: 

Dependencies: 

− FoXml Ingest Service (Axis 2 Service): 
../Tas3ToFedora/services/axis2/FoXmlIngestService.aar 

− ID Manager Service (Axis 2 Service): 
../Tas3ToFedora/services/axis2/IDManagerService.aar 

Core Components: 

− Tas3ToFedora Explorer (Java application and library, Test Client): 
../Tas3ToFedora/Tas3ToFedoraExplorer/Tas3ToFedoraExplorer.jar 

 

− Tas3 Repository Explorer (Seam Web Application, EAR): 
../Tas3ToFedora/Seam/Tas3RepositoryExplorer-ear.ear 

Install and run needed services: 

− Put both the FoXmlIngestService.aar and IDManagerService.aar file into 
...\tomcat\webapps\axis2\WEB-INF\services 

− Run Tomcat (on Windows machines: 
%CATALINA_HOME%/bin/startup.bat). 

 Now the Axis2 services should be deployed, also Fedora Commons Repository 
should be running locally now. 

 
                                                
7 https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FCR30/Installation+and+Configuration+Guide 
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 Running the web application: 

− First, after installing JBoss AS, get the Tas3RepositoryExplorer-ear.ear 
and the Tas3RepositoryExplorer-ds.xml and move them into the JBoss AS 
deploy directory (e.g ...\server\default\deploy) 

− Afterwards run both servers (be aware that you have managed the ports 
to avoid conflicts between Apache Tomact and JBoss AS) 

− Reach the web application through the URL: 
http://localhost:8080/Tas3RepositoryExplorer/ 

 

Running the Java desktop application: 

− Just run the Java archive Tas3ToFedoraExplorer.jar (java -jar 
Tas3ToFedoraExplorer.jar) 

 

For developers: 

All these components and  their source code can be checked out from the SVN 
Repository (https://svn.uni-koblenz.de/mpinto/tas3) or can be downloaded from 
the TAS3 component pool. You need the following projects: 

Dependencies: 

− J4Fox/JFedora 

− FoXmlIngestService 

− Tas Mapping (.../Tas3MappingTools/tas_mapping) 

− Tas3XMLSplitter 

Core Projects 

− Tas3ToFedoraExplorer (…/Tas3ToFedora) 

− Tas3RepositoryExplorer (.../Tas3ToFedora/Seam):  

− Tas3RepositoryExplorer, Tas3RepositoryExplorer-ear, 
Tas3RepositoryExplorer-ejb 

 

 

3.2.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

Installation information can be found here: 

http://localhost:8080/Tas3RepositoryExplorer/�
https://svn.uni-koblenz.de/mpinto/tas3�
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http://www.risaris.com/documentation/v421/installation/index.htm  

The following directives apply specifically to TAS3 in the SOA Gateway. All the 
T3-SG-WSP directives must be added in the Apache httpd.conf. The ZXID related 
directives should be added in zxid.conf.  

Directive Component Function 

EnableZxid T3-SG-WSP Enable TAS3 security on or off 

ZxidPath T3-SG-WSP Use a non-standard path to ZXID. The 
default is /var/zxid or c:/zxid/ 

URL ZXID URL for most ZXID operations. 
Recommended when requesting metadata 
from T3-SG-BASE 

PDP_URL ZXID Endpoint of the Authorization Service 

 

 

3.3 Running the Tests 

3.3.1 Repository Server 

3.3.1.1 JFedora 
The JFedora tests comprise tests that are security related and tests that are 
verifying the correct behaviour of the ingest and update methods (payload related 
tests). We focused on the tests that verify ingest operations. Security related tests 
can be found in Deliverable D12.2 [4] 

 

Payload related tests: 

The library includes JUnit Tests for the methods of the provided classes. The 
following features are tested with the help of JUnit: 

− the addressing of data items that are not bound to a FO-XML document 
 
In Detail: It is tested, that a registered item can be addressed by the name 
that was used for registration. 

− the dynamic serialization of data in a DOM tree representing a concrete 
FO-XML Document 
 
In Detail: It is tested, that 

− the serialization of addressable data results in valid FO-XML 
fragments and 

− the insertion point used during the serialization is correct 

http://www.risaris.com/documentation/v421/installation/index.htm�
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− the capturing of predefined aspects belonging to a Fedora object in the 
repository 
 
In Detail: It is tested, that 

− captured data is correct 
− and the captured data can be addressed 

− the detection of changes to created or captured data 
 
In Detail: Captured or created data is held by predefined types of objects. 
Every object holding such data is called a content model. It is tested, that 
every content model  

− can make a snapshot of the current values and bindings and 
− can recognize a change of the values or the bindings since the last 

snapshot 
 
Furthermore it is tested, that the comparison is done in respect of 
semantic equality. 

− the binding of values to method calls 
 
In Detail: Values can be bound to method calls and retrieved later. It is 
tested, that values are correctly retrieved and set. 

− the ingest of multiple objects with one method call 
 
In Detail: It is tested, that the ingest works with several objects8

− features like setting XML content by passing a File object 
 
In Detail: The library contains getters and setters that provide a 
transformation for a value. Such transformations need to work correctly. 
Each of this methods is tested with predefined values. 
E.g.: XML content can be set by specifying a String. It is tested, 

. 

− that 
− the parsing of the string results in valid XML, 
− if the XML contained by the the string is also valid 

− and that the resulting XML is correctly set and can be retrieved by 
the appropriate getter methods 
 
The transformation is done by the standard implementation of the 
Java API for XML Processing. Testing is hence restricted to the 
correct usage of the implementation. 

− basic getters and setters 
 

                                                
8  The project TAS3ToFedoraExplorer makes use of the library and offers an ingest 
function. The function is realized with the help of the JFedora library. 
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In Detail: It is tested, that the getters of every content model return the 
values that were set before. 

All test classes are defined in the package test. The user has to use JUnit 3 in 
order to run the tests. 
There can be failures, especially in tests that compare XML strings. A XML 
string can differ in one single white space from another. If the white space has no 
semantic meaning, both strings should be treated as equal. The tests try to 
remove such white spaces in order to compare expected and returned values. This 
doesn't always work. If there are doubts about a test result, the displayed pair of 
the expected and the found value should be verified. 
 

3.3.1.2 Repository Explorer 

User Tests 

Best way after installing and configuring all components correctly, is to try 
running the Tas3ToFedora Explorer application. Connect with your Fedora 
repository on localhost, load a generic TAS3 object  and ingest it. If this works 
fine, your installation was correct. 

Once the Tas3ToFedora Explorer application works, try to run the web 
application of the TAS3 Repository Explorer. Enter the following URL in your 
browser: http://localhost:8080/Tas3RepositoryExplorer. If you get the web view of 
the repository explorer, the web application has been deployed correctly. 

Developer Tests (Unit Tests) 

For developers there are several JUnit tests. This tests consider the core 
operations of the Tas3ToFedora project: Ingest, Remove and Update. 

 

 

3.3.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

A SOA Gateway web service exposes the services WSDL using the following 
format 

http://server:port/serviceName?WSDL 

replacing “server”, “port” and “serviceName” with the appropriate information. 

The meta data for this service is available by replacing WSDL with o=B 

http://server:port/serviceName?o=B 

This service can now be registered with an IdP and a client can call the service to 
test that it works as expected. 

http://localhost:8080/Tas3RepositoryExplorer�
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4 How to Use the Software 

4.1 Tutorial 

4.1.1 Repository Server 

The functionality of JFedora is divided into two parts: payload related 
functionality and security related functionality. In this section the reader can 
find a detailed tutorial of how to work with the datastructure in JFedora. So this 
tutorial focusses on the payload related functions. In section 5 the reader finds 
detailed architectural information about authentication, authorization and 
obligation handling. 

Moreover, the user interface to work with the Fedora repository is described in 
section 4.1.1.2 (TAS3Explorer) 

4.1.1.1 JFedora 
The library introduces 3 types of Java objects: 

− a preset holds a set of values that should be inserted into a DOM 
representation of a FO-XML document 

− a wrapper can act on a FO-XML fragment that is represented by a DOM 
node 

− and a factory can 

− extract the values of a preset, 

− add an appropriate XML fragment to the DOM node that is 
encapsulated by a wrapper and 

− return a new wrapper, that can act on the values of the inserted XML 
fragment 

  

This concept is demonstrated with a code example in the following. The code 
initializes different presets for different aspects of a Fedora object. These are then 
used to extend a FO-XML document. 

The DOM representation of the FO-XML document is held by a wrapper. A 
factory is used in order to insert XML into the FO-XML document. The concept is 
also shown for the addition of versions to a datastream. 

 // create a new wrapper for a document that contains FO-XML 
 // the root node is automatically created 
 FoXmlDocument doc = new FoXmlDocument(); 
 
 // create a preset holding the values for a datastream 
 DatastreamPreset dsPreset = new DatastreamPreset("example_preset"); 
 dsPreset.setState(State.ACTIVE); 
 dsPreset.setVersionable(true); 
 dsPreset.setComponent(DatastreamComponent.ID, "test_id"); 
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 // create a preset holding the values for a datastream version 
 DatastreamVersionPresetForManagedContent vPreset = new 
 DatastreamVersionPresetForManagedContent( 
   "vPreset"); 
 vPreset.setManagedContent("Hi, this is managed content"); 
 vPreset.setMimeType(MimeType.text_plain); 
 vPreset.setLabel("an example for a managed content stream"); 

 
 // add the FO-XML containing the preset values for the datastream 
 Datastream ds = Factories.DATASTREAM_FACTORY.addFoXml(dsPreset, doc); 
 
 // add the FO-XML containing the preset values for the datastream 
 // version 
 DatastreamVersion dsv = Factories.DATASTREAM_VERSION_FACTORY.addFoXml( 
    vPreset, ds); 
 

All types of presets are derived from the class j4fox.impl.content.preset.Preset. A 
factory exists for every type of preset. Factories can extract the values of a preset 
and add an appropriate XML fragment to a FO-XML document. The targeted 
XML fragment is specified with the help of a wrapper. The user can instantiate a 
factory or use one of the singleton instances that are provided by the class 
j4fox.impl.factory.Factories. 

Presets and wrappers give access to values that represent an aspect of a FO-XML 
document. Therefore presets and wrappers exist for every type of supported 
aspect. All supported aspects are listed in the enumeration 
j4fox.constants.document.FoXmlAspect: 

public enum FoXmlAspect { 
 DUBLIN_CORE_METADATA, 
 OBJECT_PROPERTIES, 
 DATASTREAM_MODEL, 
 DATASTREAM_VERSION_MODEL, 
 DISSEMINATOR_MODEL, 
 DISSEMINATOR_VERSION_MODEL, 
 STREAM_MODEL, 
 STREAM_VERSION_MODEL, NONE; 
} 

 
Furthermore presets and wrappers are said to be content models for a set of 
values. A preset and a corresponding wrapper provide the same methods for 
accessing the values. But a preset and a corresponding wrapper can have 
additional methods that offer functionality that is specific to one of them. For 
example a preset can validate, whether the given values are sufficient for the 
creation of a FO-XML fragment. Such a validation doesn't make sense for a 
wrapper. 

Every content model can also track changes to the values. Two methods exist for 
this purpose: 

− a method that takes a snapshot of the values, and 

− a method, that returns whether the values have changed since the last 
call to the snapshot method 

The enumeration j4fox.constants.document.FoXmlAspect introduces the 
additional model types STREAM_MODEL and STREAM_VERSION_MODEL that can't 
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immediately be associated with an aspect of a Fedora object. Therefore the type 
of models should be explained: 

− a content model for a stream holds values whose types are common to a 
datastream and a disseminator, and 

− a content model for a stream version holds values whose types are common 
to a datastream version and a disseminator version 

A content model for a datastream or a disseminator extends a content model for a 
stream. Hence every instance of such a model provides the same methods for 
accessing values that should be provided by both models (like the id).  

The introduction of presets has some advantages. Presets are Java Beans. They 
can be administrated and their creation doesn't take much resources. Factories 
provide methods for the registration and the retrieval of presets. Hence presets 
can be stored and addressed. The user can instantiate different factories in order 
to group presets. The different groups can then be addressed and used in order to 
extend to a set of FO-XML documents. The following code example shows a loop 
implementing this idea: 

 for (Factory<Preset,IContentModel,IContentModel> factory :   
  factoriesToUse) 
  for (FoXmlDocument document : documentsToExtend) 
   factory.addAll(document); 
 
Every factory conforms to the type Factory<Preset,IContentModel,IContentModel>, 
because it is the base type for all factories. Therefore the collection 
factoriesToUse is a collection of arbitrary factories. The collection allows access 
to different kinds of presets because every factory holds a set of presets. 

If a seller would use Fedora objects as representations for selling catalogues, he 
could add some items to all catalogues with the help of a more specific instance of 
the loop: 

 for (Factory<Preset,IContentModel,IContentModel> cfactory :  
  computerPartsInStock) 
  for (FoXmlDocument sellingCatalogue : availableCatalogues) 
   cfactory.addAll(sellingCatalogue); 

 
A factory type is defined by 3 different classes. Every class is listed as a type 
parameter: 

− the first parameter defines the type of presets the factory can handle 

− the second parameter defines the type of wrapper that is returned for 
created FO-XML fragments 

− and the last parameter defines the type of wrappers whose XML can be 
extended with the help of the factory 

The class Factory<DatastreamPreset,Datastream,FoXmlDocument> is an example for 
a concrete factory. It is able to use a DatastreamPreset in order to add FO-XML 
fragments to a FoXmlDocument. An object of the type Datastream is returned as 
a wrapper for the inserted XML. 
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But the creation of XML fragments is not the only task of a factory. A factory can 
be used to capture data that is held by objects in the adapted repository. 
Captured data are stored with the help of an appropriate preset. The name for 
the preset can be chosen. The preset is created and registered at the end of the 
capturing process. The name can then be used in order to address the preset. The 
following example shows how to capture the object properties of a Fedora object 
in the repository: 

 Factories.OBJECT_PROPERTIES_FACTORY 
   .addPresetForRemoteObject("namspace:<<number>>"); 

But a factory for object properties can also be used to extend a FO-XML 
document with object properties. Hence the created preset can later be used for 
adding the captured properties to another FO-XML document: 

 FoXmlDocument document = new FoXmlDocument(); 
 Factories.OBJECT_PROPERTIES_FACTORY.addFoXml("namspace:<<number>>", 
   document); 
 

If a complete FO-XML document should be captured, there has to be a more 
efficient way. Capturing every aspect of an object in the repository would lead to 
countless web service communications.  

Therefore a wrapper of a FO-XML document can be initialized with the pid of an 
object in the repository:  

 FoXmlDocument document = new FoXmlDocument("namspace:<<number>>"); 

 
The constructor will request the complete FO-XML document and initialize the 
wrapper with with the DOM of the document.  

The library also provides methods for the navigation and the extraction of values. 
A wrapper can always iterate over the wrappers that manage parts of the 
encapsulated XML and provide access to the values it can handle itself. E.g.: A 
wrapper for a FO-XML document includes methods for iterating over all 
datastream wrappers that encapsulate datastreams of the object: 

 for (Iterator<Datastream> iter =  
  document.datastreamIterator( 
  DatastreamComponent.CONTROL_GROUP,  
  "M", false); iter.hasNext();) 
   // do something 
 

The shown loop will iterate over all datastream wrappers for datastreams with 
managed content.  

At last a FO-XML document can be uploaded with the help of the method 
j4fox.impl.content.document.FoXmlDocument#upload(boolean useSnapshot). If 
useSnapshot is true, the implementation will test if the object does already exist 
in the adapted Fedora repository. If the object doesn't exist, the document will be 
ingested. Otherwise contents will be modified that have been changed since the 
last call to the appropriate snapshot methods. 

Using false as parameter will bypass the determination of changes. If the object 
already exists, all contents will be updated. So a new version will be added to all 
datastreams and disseminators. 
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The Fedora repository in use can be specified with the help of static set methods 
that are offered by the singleton class j4fox.global.FedoraSettings. The setting 
also concerns other methods of the library. As an example managed content is 
automatically uploaded with the help of the upload servlet that is part of every 
Fedora server. The url for the servlet  depends on the Fedora repository in use. 

 

 

  

4.1.1.2 Repository Explorer 
When you reach the URL of the Repository Web Application you get the following 

view: 

 

− Connect (1) with a repository. 

− Load generic TAS3 object  (2) zip file from disk … 

 
Figure 3: Tabpanel of the TAS3Explorer 
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− … or searchobjects per Tas ID (3) in repository. 

 

There is a tree view (4) on the left side, representing the data structure. By 
selecting a certain node, its content gets visualized in a table view on the right 
(5).  

− It is possible to edit the content (6) and add or delete attachments. 

− To upload your document to the chosen repository, select an object in the 
tree and click on the ingest button (7) in the toolbar. After Upload is 
completed, the ingested objects are marked with a green hook. The 
information about an object is extended by its identifier (ID), which is 
based on the Resource Identifier (RID) mentioned in D7.1[1]. Other 
attributes are online status information (Online), Up-to-date information 
and the url linking to the object in the Fedora database (Fedora Link). 

− Ingested objects can be removed from the repository. Select the object you 
want to delete and press the remove button (8). 

− To change an object`s content edit the content in the datatable (6). After 
this, the object in the tree is marked as manipulated and is no longer 
synchronized with the repository. To update the object and also its 
children, if necessary, press the update button (9). 

− All the core operations (ingest, update and remove) can be un- and redone 
with the green backwards (undo) and forwards (redo) buttons (10). 

− The currently loaded generic TAS3 object  data can be exported to a 
“generic data format” zip file. 

 
Figure 4: Overview over the TAS3Explorer graphical user interface 
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Handling Sticky Policies 

The Fedora repository and the JFedora service support Sticky Policies (see 
5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.3). We plan to extend the TAS3Explorer to let the user manage 
(view, update etc.) her sticky policies. This is planned for the next year in 
cooperation with University of KENT. 

4.1.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 

This software is a Web Service Provider, therefore it is used to create and host 
web services. The following tutorial will outline how to create a web service from 
an existing MySQL table, and ensure that it is configured with TAS3 security. 

4.1.2.1 Assumptions 
• The SOA Gateway server is running on Linux. 

• A MySQL database is available with access via an ODBC DSN 

• The SOA Gateway Control Centre is installed. 

• ZXID has been installed in /var/zxid 

• A TAS3 Authorization server, referenced by PDP_URL, is up and running 

4.1.2.2 Discovery 
The SOA Gateway Control Centre provides a wizard which allows the 
administrator to easily and quickly create web services from, in this case, a 
MySQL table. The following will show you how to create web services from this 
table. 

Left click on your server, and select "Create new Web Services" (fig. 5) 

 

  

From the next dialogue choose MySQL Driver and click Next (fig. 6) 

Figure 5: Calling Discovery Wizard 
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 The next dialog (fig. 7) prompts you for the 

− ODBC DSN 

− The UserId and Password. If in doubt, use "root" as the User Id, and the 
password will be the one you set up during MySQL installation.  

− Pattern: This will be a pattern match value passed to the SQL Command. 
The search pattern characters are: an underscore (_), which represents 
any single character and a percent sign (%), which represents any 
sequence of zero or more characters.  

− Max Tables: This is a hard-limit on the amount of tables the SOA 
Gateway will attempt to discover.  

Example: 

 

Now click Discover 

 The SOA Gateway will ask the MySQL database to display all the tables which 
match the request. In our case, three tables were returned (fig. 8). Select the 
required tables, and click Import 

Figure 7: ODBC parameters 

Figure 6: Discovery Wizard 
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The WSDL URL will be available by clicking on the link in the Control Centre 
(fig. 9) 

 

The metadata for this service can now be retrieved with the following URL (fig. 
10) 

 
Figure 9: Control Centre services 

Figure 8: Discovered services 
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http://server:port/world_dsn_City?o=B 

 

The metadata of this service can now be registered with an IdP, and the service 
can be called using the appropriate client. 

Figure 10: Metadata in browser 
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5 Architecture 

5.1 Repository Server 

5.1.1 JFedora 

The Fedora TAS3 repository conceptually comprises three separate repositories: 
the TAS3 generic object repository, the Sticky Store, and the Policy Store. The 
latter two are described more fully in Deliverable D7.1 [1], and are used by the 
authorisation infrastructure to ensure that access to objects in the generic object 
repository are controlled by the appropriate sticky policies. 
JFedora is the Policy Enforcement Point in front of the Fedora Repository and 
handles authentication/authorization requests and responses and possible 
obligations. 

 

5.1.1.1 TAS3 generic object repository 
 
As mentioned before, JFedora integrates TAS3 security components like TAS3-
Master-PDP (or TAS3 authorisation service), the TAS3-IDP and the Audit Bus 
(see figure below). 
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The communication sequences between JFedora (or in common a service that 
integrates with TAS3 security components) and the Master-PDP (or in common a 
TAS3 authorisation service) are explained in Deliverable D7.1. [1]. 

Authorization: 

JFedora uses a TAS3  adapted version of Fedora Security Layer (FeSL). FeSL 
extends and improves upon Fedora's own legacy XACML-based authorization. 
Moreover FeSL allows to integrate external authorization infrastructures. So we 
replaced the Fedora XACML-based authorization with the TAS3 authorization 
infrastructure. Now it is possible to set access controls at the collection level, 
object level or datastream level. As a result collection level policies can be applied 
to all collection members. 

Authentication: 

As mentioned before, JFedora uses the Fedora Security Layer (FeSL) in 
combination with zxid to provide Single Sign On. 

 
Figure 11: JFedora calling TAS3 security components (adapted figure from 
[2]) 
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JFedora is configured to pipe every request to a URL through an authentication 
valve. User authentication can be both mandatory or optional. Mandatory 
authentication is needed whenever access to some resource has to be protected 
from unauthorized access whereas optional authentication is needed for 
personalization purposes. User authentication data is stored in session cookies, 
so whenever there is already some information stored it will be made available to 
the repository software. If there is no information available and authorization is 
required the user will be redirected to the zxid-login system. After a successful 
login the users session will continue to the original destination. (see  figure 
below) 
 

 

 

 
The authentication process using the TAS3-IdP is described in more detail in 
Deliverable D2.1 [2]. 

Figure 12: Flow diagram showing the 
authentication process using a zxid valve 
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The registration process of JFedora (or in common a TAS3 provider service) and 
the TAS3 Audit Bus is explained in Deliverable D8.2. [3]. 

Beside those interactions with TAS3 services, the JFedora service communicates 
with the Fedora repository. In the following paragraph the reader can get more 
information about the data structure that can be stored and processed by a 
Fedora repository. 

Data structure 

This  paragraph describe the data structure of documents that can be ingested 
and serialized using the JFedora service.  

Section 4.1.1.1. explained the 3 most important object types: 

− a preset can be used in order to specify a set of values 

− a wrapper can be used for accessing a set of values inside a DOM 

− and a factory can be used to extend a DOM 

In the context of the library a DOM is a DOM of a FO-XML fragment. The 
architecture of content models and factories should be described in the following. 
A content model that gives access to values of a Datastream, Datastream Version, 
Disseminator or Disseminator Version should be called a content model for a 
Datastream, DatastreamVersion, Disseminator or a Disseminator Version. 

Content Models 

The library provides presets and wrapper for the following aspects of a Fedora 
object: 

− Datastreams and Datastream Versions 

− Disseminators and Disseminator Versions 

− the Dublin Core Metadata 

− the Object Properties 

Dublin Core Metadata is expressed with the help of a Datastream with XML 
Content. The library takes this into account. Every content model for Dublin 
Core Metadata is based on a content model for a Datastream. 

A content model for object properties implements a subset of the interface 
java.util.Map. The library provides an enumeration for the different types of 
object properties. Every type of object property can be associated with a property 
string.  

The architecture of content models for Datastreams, Datastream Versions, 
Disseminators and Disseminator Versions is more complex. But all of these 
content models are designed with a common approach. Therefore the design of 
content models for Datastream Versions should be explained. 
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Every Datastream contains a set of Datastream Versions. Each Datastream 
Version holds a version of the content that should be addressable with the help of 
the Datastream. Content has to conform to one of the following types: 

− Managed Content 
Content of this type is registered at the adapted Fedora repository and 
can be identified with an unique identifier 

− XML Content 
Content of this type is a valid XML fragment 

− Referenced Content 
Content of this type is an URL that references the content that should be 
taken into account 

 

 

The library provides presets and wrapper for each type of content. Interfaces 
define the parameters of methods that are common to a preset and an 
appropriate wrapper. The following UML diagram shows the inheritance tree for 
the interfaces that are related to the values of a Datastream Version: 

Every content model implements the interface IChangeableContent. This 
interface defines methods for tracking changes to the values. The method 
snapshot() can be used in order to take a snapshot of the values. A call to 
hasChanged() returns true, if the values have changed since the last snapshot. 
Otherwise it will return false. 

A content model for a Stream Version gives access to values whose types are 
common to a Datastream Version and a Disseminator Version. Content models 
for a Datastream Version implement an interface that extends the one for a 
Stream Version. The same applies to content models for a Disseminator Version. 

A Datastream Version can be classified by the type of content it contains. Thus 
the library defines an interface for each type. One for Managed Content, 
Referenced Content and XML Content. Each implementation gives access to the 
values that are common to a Datastream Version and provides additional 
methods for accessing the content. 

Overall, methods of a content model are of a basic nature. They simply give 
access to the values. An user would probably prefer a little bit more convenience. 

For this purpose a set of content managers is introduced by the library. A content 
manager uses a content model in order to provide a more convenient access to the 
values. The content model is addressed with the help of the appropriate interface. 
Hence one manager can provide new features for different implementations9

                                                
9   Precisely for a preset and an appropriate wrapper. 

. 
This assures that common functionality is implemented at one place.  
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But it would be confusing for the user to take the difference into account. 
Therefore every preset is a content model and a content manager for the values. 
The same applies to every wrapper. 

Such a wrapper provides basic methods for accessing the values and a set of more 
convenient methods. The Delegation Pattern is used in order to provide the 
methods of the appropriate content manager to the user. The same concept is 
applied to every type of preset. A preset uses the same type of content manager 
as an appropriate wrapper. 

In addition a content manager exists that uses  a content model for a Stream 
Version. A set of content models for Datastream and Disseminator Versions can 
be treated as a set of content models for Stream Versions. This allows the user a 
convenient access to the values whose types are common to a Datastream and a 
Disseminator. 

Overall, a content manager exists for every type of content a Datastream Version 
can have. The content managers extend the available methods by providing 
easier methods for setting and retrieving the content. 

The following figure shows the methods of a content manager for a Datastream 
Version that includes Managed Content. 

 

 class Datastream Version Content Manager Relations

«interface»
v ersion::IDatastreamVersionContentManager

+ bindComponent(DatastreamVersionComponent, Binding) : void
+ getBindingFor(DatastreamVersionComponent) : Binding
+ getComponent(DatastreamVersionComponent) : Object
+ modify(DatastreamVersionComponent[], Object[]) : void
+ removeBindingFor(DatastreamVersionComponent) : void
+ setComponent(DatastreamVersionComponent, Object) : void
+ updateBindings() : void

datastream::DatastreamVersion

«interface»
v ersion::IDatastreamVersionContentModel

+ getMimeType() : String
+ setMimeType(MimeType) : void
+ setMimeType(String) : void

StreamVersionContentManager
impl::

DatastreamVersionContentManager

«interface»
v ersion::IStreamVersionContentManager

+ bindComponent(StreamVersionComponent, Binding) : void
+ getBindingFor(StreamVersionComponent) : Binding
+ getComponent(StreamVersionComponent) : Object
+ removeBindingFor(StreamVersionComponent) : void
+ setComponent(StreamVersionComponent, Object) : void
+ updateBindings() : void

IContentModel

«interface»
v ersion::IStreamVersionContentModel

+ getLabel() : String
+ getVersionId() : String
+ setLabel(String) : void
+ setVersionId(String) : void

#contentManager

Figure 13: The use of Content Managers 
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The content manager provides several methods that allow actions on the content. 
The methods of IChangeableContent are also implemented by the manager. This 
is because the values and the content can be retrieved in an implementation-
independent way. Hence the tracking of changes is the same for a wrapper and 
an appropriate preset. 

But the class also includes methods that haven't been discussed yet. Values of a 
content model can be bound to a method call or an attribute. This possibility 
exists for building up presets without specifying the values. The values can be 
retrieved later when the appropriate FO-XML fragment should be created. The 
following figure shows the supported types of bindings. 

 

The class AFieldBinding allows the user to specify a way to bind a value to an 
attribute. The inherited method getValue() is abstract and has to be implemented 
by a class that extends AFieldBinding. The Java attribute is passed to the 
constructor when the binding is initialized. The implementation of the method 
getValue() can use the attribute value for the calculation of a result. As an 
example a transformation can be implemented this way. 

The class AMethodBinding is designed in the same way. An implementation 
allows the user to specify a way to bind a value to a Java method. Such an 
implementation can use the return value of the method in order to calculate a 
result. 

 
The classes FieldBinding and MethodBinding are standard implementations of 
AFieldBinding and AMethodBinding. The method getValue() will simply return 
the value of the attribute or the result of the method call. 

Every content manager can bind values of the content model in use. Furthermore 
implementations of IChangeableContent take bindings into account. They track if 
bindings are changed, removed or added. 

 class Bindings

bindings::AFieldBinding

+ AFieldBinding(field, objectContainingField)
+ clone() : Binding
+ equals(obj) : boolean
+ getValue() : Object

bindings::AMethodBinding

+ AMethodBinding(method, objectContainingMethod, arguments)
+ clone() : AMethodBinding
+ equals(obj) : boolean
+ getValue() : Object

Cloneable
bindings::Binding

+ clone() : Binding
+ getValue() : Object

bindings::FieldBinding

+ FieldBinding(field, objectContainingField)
+ getValue() : Object

bindings::MethodBinding

+ getValue() : Object
+ MethodBinding(method, objectContainingMethod, arguments)

Figure 14: Types of supported Bindings 
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The bound values of a preset will be retrieved at the time a factory needs to 
create an appropriate FO-XML fragment. Later bindings can be updated with a 
loop. As an example the following loop will update the values of every 
Datastream that contains Managed or XML Content and is part of a specific 
FoXmlDocument instance: 
  
  for (Iterator<Datastream> dsIter =                                                   
       document.iteratorForDatastreams( 
       DatastreamComponent.CONTROL_GROUP, "M|X", true); 
       dsIter.hasNext();) 
       for (Iterator<DatastreamVersion> dsvIter = dsIter.next() 
            .iteratorForVersions(); dsvIter.hasNext();) 
            dsvIter.next().updateBindings(); 

 
Caches 
 
Sometimes a wrapper doesn't give access to all values that are encapsulated by 
the referenced DOM. In that case a wrapper needs to provide a method for 
iterating over wrappers that give access to these values. 

An example is a wrapper for a FO-XML document. Such a wrapper doesn't give 
access to values of a Datastream or a Disseminator. But it provides an iterator 
for requesting wrappers for contained Datastreams and Disseminators. 

This is an important aspect for the implementation of the interface 
IChangeableContent. As an example an user could ask a FO-XML wrapper if the 
content has changed since the last snapshot. Probably he would expect to be 
informed, if one of the Datatstreams have changed. 

The following figure shows the structure of the wrappers that give access to the 
DOM of a FO-XML document10

                                                
10   Nodes are displayed up to level 2. Wrappers for a Service Input Map are not 
considered. 

.  
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Each wrapper is initialized with a corresponding DOM node. If a wrapper should 
take a snapshot of the values, it has to tell all underlying wrappers to do the 
same. This does only work, if one DOM node can be associated with exactly one 
wrapper. 

Hence every wrapper manages a cache of wrappers that can act on sub nodes. It 
also has to be considered that nodes can exist without a wrapper. As an example 
a FO-XML document can be captured from the adapted Fedora repository. The 
capturing process just fetches the FO-XML and initializes the wrapper with the 
root node. This has the advantage that no unnecessary actions are taken. But if 
the user wants to modify a Datastream in several steps, exactly one wrapper has 
to be created and returned every time after its creation. 

 
All methods of the library work with caches. It is guaranteed, that the caches are 
up to date and that exactly one wrapper is created for a DOM node. Every 
content manager implements the interface IChangeableContent. But currently all 
implementations consider just the values the content model can access. Hence 
the methods have to be extended with code that uses the caches. Until this has 
been done, the tracking of changes will not consider sub aspects of a FO-XML 
document, a Datastream or a Disseminator. 

The library provides means for the iteration over wrappers by defining a set of 
specific iterators. E.g. a DatastreamIterator exists for iterating over the 
Datastreams of a FO-XML document. The user can specify search criteria when 
iterating over a set of Datastreams. As example an iteration over Datastreams 
with Managed Content can be requested. Every iterator takes the same approach 
that keeps the caches up to date. 

The next figure shows this approach.  

Figure 15: Structure of the nodes of a FO-XML document 
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Every sub node is examined with the help of the classes that are provided by 
Altova XML Spy. The classes are used in order to extract the needed values. If 
the values match the search criteria, the cache is asked for a wrapper of the 
matching node. A wrapper is only instantiated if none exists. 

Factories 

Every class that extends the base class has to be typed with the help of three 
class definitions. 

− The type parameter PRESET defines the type of presets the factory can 
handle. All presets are supported that extend the given class. 

− The type parameter WRAPPER defines the type of wrapper that is 
returned for created FO-XML fragments. 

− The type parameter TARGET defines the type of wrappers whose XML 
can be extended with the help of the factory. 

 act Iterating ov er sub nodes

lookup next altov a 
node

every wrapper provides 
a cache for wrappers 
that are initialized with 
sub nodes

does a wrapper exist for that node?

Create a wrapper 
and register it at the 

appropriate cache

get the cached 
wrapper

return the wrapper

do the values of the node
match the search criteria?

[no] [yes] [yes]
[no]

Figure 16:  Iteration with cache update 
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Every factory has a certain base functionality since it extends the shown base 
class. The base class implements methods for managing presets and defines the 
parameters of the methods that should be used for creating FO-XML fragments. 
Hence all factories have the same method names for this tasks. 

A factory will throw an Exception when a failure occurs during the creation of a 
FO-XML fragment. There are 3 types of exceptions: 

− InconsistentSettingsException 
 
Such an exception will be thrown if the preset settings are inconsistent. 

− PresetSettingsIncompleteException 
 
Such an exception will be thrown if the preset settings are not sufficient 
for the creation of a FO-XML fragment. The factory will try to update all 
values that are bound to attributes and methods calls before throwing 
such an exception. 

− FoXmlBuiltException 
 
Such an exception is thrown, if any other error occurs. The message string 
will contain the reason for the failure. 

 
Exception Handling 
 
The library provides different types of exceptions. Some exceptions contain 
details about the failure that can be reviewed by code. The following figure shows 
the basic inheritance tree for exceptions that are related to a Datastream 
Version.  

 class Factories

PRESET:extends INameable
WRAPPER:extends IContentModel
TARGET:extends Object

factory::Factory

+ addAll(TARGET) : void
+ addFoXml(String, TARGET) : WRAPPER
+ addFoXml(PRESET, TARGET) : WRAPPER
+ addPreset(PRESET) : void
+ addPresets(PRESET[]) : void
+ Factory(String)
+ getName() : String
+ getPreset(String) : PRESET
+ getPresets(String) : Set<PRESET>
+ hasPreset(PRESET) : boolean
+ removeAll() : void
+ removePreset(PRESET) : void
+ removePreset(String) : void

datastream::DatastreamFactorydatastream::DatastreamVersionFactory datastream::DublinCoreFactory

disseminator::DisseminatorFactory

disseminator::DisseminatorVersionFactory

disseminator::Serv iceInputMapFactory

Figure 17: Included Factories 
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A 

− NoSuchModelComponentException is thrown, if a missing value is 
requested by the user or a factory 

− and an InvalidModelComponentException is thrown, if an invalid value is 
registered for a value type 

Such an exception contains 

− a reference to the content model that gives access to the related value 

− and an enumeration value that specifies the type of the value 

Hence a program can display an invalid value or apply a fix. The figure shows 
two specializations of these exceptions. DSV is used as an abbreviation for 
Datastream Version. Other abbreviations are: 

− DS for Datastram 

− DISS for Disseminator 

 class Datastream Version Exceptions

component::
Inv alidModelComponentException

StreamProcessingException
component::ModelComponentException

component::
NoSuchModelComponentException

v ersion::Inv alidDSVComponentExceptionv ersion::NoSuchDSVComponentException

constants::ModelComponent

- component:  Enum<?>

+ castToDatastreamComponent() : DatastreamComponent
+ castToDatastreamVersionComponent() : DatastreamVersionComponent
+ castToDisseminatorComponent() : DisseminatorComponent
+ castToDisseminatorVersionComponent() : DisseminatorVersionComponent
+ castToStreamComponent() : StreamComponent
+ castToStreamVersionComponent() : StreamVersionComponent
+ getFoXmlAspect() : FoXmlAspect
+ ModelComponent(DatastreamComponent)
+ ModelComponent(DisseminatorComponent)
+ ModelComponent(DatastreamVersionComponent)
+ ModelComponent(DisseminatorVersionComponent)
+ ModelComponent(StreamComponent)
+ ModelComponent(StreamVersionComponent)

#modelComponent

Figure 18: Basic Exception Inheritance Tree 
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− and DISSV for Disseminator Version 

An object of the type ModelComponent is the holder for the type of a missing or 
invalid value. The class provides methods for converting the type. E.g. the type 
DatastreamComponent.ID corresponds to the type StreamComponent.ID. Null is 
returned if a requested conversion is not possible. Specializations of the 
exceptions NoSuchModelComponentException and 
InvalidModelComponentException are used in different parts of the library. 

 

5.1.1.2 Policy Store 

The policy store is used to store TAS3 sticky policy objects. 
A TAS3 sticky policy is a subclass of the generic TAS Object, and holds a policy 
that can be “stuck” or linked to a generic TAS3 object via the Sticky Store 
interface described in section 5.1.1.3. Each policy has a globally unique policy 
identifier, which is a subclass of the generic TasID. Note that whilst TasIDs only 
need to be unique within the Fedora system in which a TAS3 object is stored, 
policy IDs on the other hand are globally unique throughout an entire TAS3 trust 
domain and are carried from system to system. 
A sticky policy comprises the actual policy data plus a set of meta-information – 
attributes that describe the policy, such its author, its time of creation etc. There 
is a one-to-one mapping between policy identifiers and policies and their meta-
information.  All sticky policies are implemented as objects which implement the 
StickyPolicy interface. The StickyPolicy interface is an abstraction of the sticky 
policy concept which has besides the actual policy contents (or policy description) 
the attributes about this policy such as its type, time of creation and attributes 
about its author. The complete StickyPolicy interface has the following methods: 

− String getPolicyIdentifier(); Returns the policy identifier of the sticky 
policy. 

− String getPolicyLanguage(); Returns the policy language. 
− String getAuthorType(); Returns the URI identifying the policy author 

type as a String. 
− List<AuthorAttribute> getAuthorAttributes();Returns the list of author 

attributes as specified in the sticky policy. The returned list may be empty 
but should never be null. 

− String getPolicyType(); Returns the policy type. 
− DateTime getCreationTime(); Returns the time at which the policy was 

created. 
− DateTime getExpiryTime();Returns the time at which this policy expires. 

If the returned  value is null then this means that the policy never 
expires. 

− Collection<String> getResourceTypes(); Returns the resource types. 
− Object getPolicyContents();Returns the actual policy contents that will 

need to be parsed by some other entity. 
The AuthorAttribute interface used here simply gives an attribute of the author. 
It has the following methods: 

− String getAttributeId(); Returns the attribute identifier of this attribute. 
Should never be null. 

− String getValue(); Returns the value of this attribute. 
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− DateTime getIssueInstant();Returns the instant at which this attribute 
was issued. May be null if no explicit instant was specified. 

− String getIssuer();Returns the issuer of this particular attribute. May be 
null if no explicit issuer has been given. 

The Policy Store is accessed via the PolicyStore interface. 
 The PolicyStore interface has the following methods: 

− StickyPolicy getStickyPolicy(String policyId); returns the sticky policy 
with the given policy identifier. May return null if the policy identifier 
wasn’t recognised. 

− Boolean addPolicy(StickyPolicy policy); adds a sticky policy to the policy 
store. Note that the policyID of the input policy can be obtained by calling 
getPolicyIdentifier() on the input policy. Returns true if the policy is added 
successfully or was already there. 

− boolean removePolicy(String policyIdentifier); removes the policy with the 
given identifier from the store. Returns true if the policy has been 
removed (or was never there). 

Together the sticky store and policy store are used by the TAS3 authorisation 
service to retrieve the policies that are applicable to a particular TAS3 data 
object. (In the Java code this is done using the StickyPolicyRetriever class.) 

 

5.1.1.3 Sticky Store 

The sticky store is a repository that conceptually holds the many-to-many 
mappings between TAS3 generic objects and TAS3 policies. In practice this is 
implemented by mapping the policy identifiers (PIDs) of policies in the policy 
store to TAS3 identifiers (TasIDs) of data objects in the generic store. Note that 
TasIDs are called Resource Identifiers (RIDs) in D7.1 [1]. The Java interface 
implementing the sticky store has three methods: 

− Collection<String> getPolicyIdentifiers(String resourceId); method to get 
a (possible empty) collection of policy identifiers that currently apply to 
the given resource identifier. 

 
− boolean addPolicyIdentifier(String resourceId, String policyId); makes a 

connection between a resource identifier and policy identifier. The return 
value indicates whether or not the connection was successfully made. 

 
− boolean removePolicyIdentifier(String resourceId, String policyId); 

removes a connection between a resource identifier and policy identifier. 
Returns true if the connection was removed (or was never there in the 
first place). 

5.1.1.4 Obligation handling 

Beside the payload related functions of the JFedora library, it handles obligations 
that come with the response. 

In the TAS³ architecture there is a requirement that the data service provider 
has to define the obligation (together with the policy) under which the data can 
be send to the requester. 
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Each response from the Fedora server contains a special field with obligation 
rules in its SOAP body. Currently there exist only a few rules. For instance, one 
rule allows as an obligation to inform people per mail, that there has been a 
successful request and that the response has been delivered. This means that by 
applying this rule, other people will receive an email as soon as a user accessed a 
policy protected object with this obligation. The processing and the handling of 
the obligation are done via the JFedora library. In this case a preconfigured mail 
service is used to send the mail(s) to the corresponding recipients. 

The language to define the obligation and that can be processed on the PEP layer 
(JFedora layer), is based on the “TAS³ Simple Obligations Language” [5]. In this 
deliverable of protocols and formats the reader can find a detailed description of 
how to define obligations and how they integrate with XACML policies. 

Below the reader can find an example of an obligation defined in SOL that 
defines the requirement to send a mail to the patient whose patient’s file has 
been accessed. 

 
<b:UsageDirective id="USE"> 

<xa:Obligation ObligationId= 

" urn:tas3:sol1:example:obligation:email" 
      FulfillOn="Permit"> 

      <xa:AttributeAssignment AttributeId= 

      "urn:tas3:sol1:tc:xacml:1.0:example:attribute:mailto" 

             DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> 

             <AttributeSelector RequestContextPath= 

             "//doc:/rec/doc:pat/doc:patContact/doc:email" 

             DataType=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string”/> 

      </xa:AttributeAssignment> 

      <xa:AttributeAssignment AttributeId= 

             "urn:tas3:sol1:names:tc:xacml:1.0:example:attribute:text" 

             DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> 

             <AttributeValue DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> 

                    The data of your patients file has been accessed: 

             </AttributeValue> 

      </xa:AttributeAssignment> 

      <xa:AttributeAssignment AttributeId= 

                    "urn:tas3:sol1:names:tc:xacml:example:attribute:text" 

             DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"> 

             <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId= 

             "urn:tas3:sol1:names:tc:xacml:1.0:subject:subject-id" 
DataType=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string”/> 

      </xa:AttributeAssignment> 

   </xa:Obligation> 

 </xa:Obligations>   

</b:UsageDirective> 

 

 

The obligation shown above is currently implemented and available as default 
obligation. So the user can choose this obligation to be applied for a policy. We’re 
working on other obligations so that the user can choose out of a list of 
obligations. 
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In the figure above a component diagram of a all obligation handling related 
components is shown. This aggregation of “obligation components” is attached to 
the JFedora PEP (it belongs to the JFedora suite) and processes incoming 
obligations, executes them and controls whether the execution has been happen 
successfully. 

The “Obligation Processing” deserializes the SOL based (XML based) obligation 
and iterates through all available execution interfaces. As soon as it matches  the  
required execution that should be triggered, it applies the corresponding 
execution type and looks in the obligation for required parameters. In the case of  
an “Email Obligation”, the needed parameters are recipient, subject, body and 
optionally sender and an encrypted flag that indicates whether the message 
should be encrypted. If all required parameters are fetched out of the obligation 
definition, the “Obligation Execution” is called. Attached to the “Obligation 
Execution” component are all services, libraries etc., needed to execute the action 
claimed in the obligation. 

A third component in the set of obligation related components is the “Obligation 
Controller”. This component verifies whether the execution of an action, triggered 
by the “Obligation Execution” component, was successfully or not. In the case of 
an obligation that requires the notifying via mail of (a) person(s) after executing 

 cmp obligations
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Fedora Repository
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Figure 19: Components to realize the obligation handling 
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the request, the status code of the SMTP is checked by the “Obligation 
Controller”. 

5.1.2 Repository Explorer 

As mentioned in sections before, the TAS3 Explorer has integrated the JFedora 
service and uses its authentication and authorization clients, which communicate 
to the TAS3 security components - TAS3 authorisation service and TAS3 Identity 
Provider. 

In the following paragraph the focus lies on the payload and usability aspect. The 
security aspect is threaten in more detail in sections 5.1.1.1 until 5.1.1.3. 

Data structure 

So the repository explorer basis is a kind of CRUD (Create, Read/ Retrieve, 
Update, Delete) software working with the Fedora Commons Repository as 
multimedia database.  

The architecture is based on the Model-View-Controller principle in respect of 
further view development (e.g. Web Application Frontend). The model 
encapsulates all the datatypes with its operations.  

TasObject is the fundamental data type of the implementation. It represents a 
single object integrated in a graph data structure (Composite pattern). An 
instance of the TasObject type has a general identifier (TasID) and a 
corresponing Fedora identifier (PID), if the object is in a repository. The TasID is 
corresponding to the  Resource Identifier (RID) mentioned in D7.1[1].  

Each TasObject references its parents and its children (TasObjects are nodes in a 
graph). In each TasObject datastructure there is at least one root element with 
no relations to any parent 

 

 

Figure 20: Class diagram of BaseTasObject 
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 node, tagged as root node (in general this is the Identity object). Furthermore 
each object represents a single unit of a document, containing explicit content 
informations or attachments.  

The TasObject is implemented as a BaseTasObject, containing all information 
about the datastructure (parents, chilren, root tag, no content information or 
attachments). The real TasObject extends the BaseTasObject with information 
about the content and status. The object encapsulates a FoXmlDocument (The 
dataformat Fedora Commons works with), in which its content is represented. In 
respect of separate nodes containing the attachment information, the 
AttachmentTasObject type extends TasObject. 

Moreover, a TasObject can be a special container for a TAS3 policy based on 
PERMIS or XACML. Such a PolicyObject can be a standalone object or 
attached to a TasObject. It can be used as sticky policy (see more details about 
the Policy Store and the Sticky Store in section 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.3) 

The usage of a general TasID instead of the Fedora identifier bases on the the 
idea of undo-redo operations and the problem that Fedora does not support this. 
Once an object is uploaded, deleted and re-uploaded to a Fedora repository, the 
Fedora identifier changes and we can not find the object by its former id. The 
relations between the general id and the Fedora id are handled by the external 
“id managing service” explained later on in this section. 

The  FoXmlDocument is the XML dataformat Fedora is working with. It is an 
xml file representing data information as plain text or referencing to external 
media content. In case of representing a TasObject, it represents a Fedora Digital 
Object (FDO) with DC metadata (root tag), the plain text content of the 
TasObject and its relations (RELS-EXT) to other FDOs. 

The RELS-EXT entries are essential to represent the TasObject datastructure in 
the Fedora Repository. Here is a short example: 

… 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="info:Fedora/utils:27609"> 
  <Fedora:isPartOf xmlns:Fedora="info:Fedora/Fedora-system:def/relations-
external#" rdf:resource="info:Fedora/utils:27606" />  
  <Fedora:hasPart xmlns:Fedora="info:Fedora/Fedora-system:def/relations-
external#" rdf:resource="info:Fedora/utils:27608" />  
  </rdf:Description> 
… 

The principle of relations to other tas3 definitions are the two relation 
expressions isPartOf and hasPart. The expression isPartOf  indicates, that this 
object is referenced by/ is a child of another object (its parent).  Whereas hasPart 
denotes, that this object references/ is parent of another object in the repository. 

Operations 

TasOperations (Ingest,Remove,Resolve,Update) 
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The supported operations are subtypes of the abstract base class 
ATasOperations, encapsulating the initiation TasObject, a TasOperation result 
and an execute()-method. Also it stores status and progress information of the 
running operation. 

ResolveOperation(Search): 

Search an object by its id and rebuild the TasObject datastructure locally by 
analyzing the FoxmlDocument. 

IngestOperation(Upload objects into database): 

This operation uploads a datastructure of tasobjects into the Fedora database. It 
constructs a FoXmlDocument for each object, creates relations to other ones, 
ingests the structure into the Fedora repository and signs all ingested objects by 
an general identifier. In detail, the IngestOperation creates for each TasObject a 
new FoXmlDocument. This FoXmlDocument gets all the information about the 
TasObjects content, its attachments and relations to other generated 
FoXmlDocuments. This part is implemented with the help of the JFedora library. 
So, the TasObject data structure of the document gets converted into a set of 
FoXmlDocuments. These are referencing each other corresponding to the graph 
of theTasObject. 

The Ingest Operation supports three kinds of uploading objects to the database: 

− NORMAL_INGEST: Basis implementation. Each FoXmlDocument gets 
uploaded separately. This has the disadvantage, that the duration of the 
whole operation is disproportional in respect of the amount of data 
uploaded. Because of multiple connection establishments this yields to 
long operation duration. 

− PACKAGE_INGEST (DEFAULT): The package ingest should be the 
standard variation of uploading TasObjects. It is much faster than the 
normal ingest. The principle behind this is to ingest the FoXmlDocuments 
in form of a package. The package is constructed locally and afterwards it 
is uploaded to the FoXmlIngestService. This service runs on the same 
server as the Fedora Commons Repository and integrates the data locally 
into the database. The advantage over the NORMAL_INGEST is the 
lower connection-deconnectin rate. 

Figure 21: Hierarchy of a TasOperation 
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− POLICY_INGEST: The uploaded object is a (Sticky) policy. As a 
PolicyObject it is available for other TasObjects  to be referenced or 
attached as sticky policy. 

 

 

RemoveOperation (Delete objects out of DB): 

Removes objects (TasObjects containing data or PolicyObjects with policy 
information) out of the Fedora repository. It does not delete the objects out of 
your current datastructure, but it deletes FoXmlDocument out of the database. 
Removing objects underlies several restrictions concerning the relations to other 
objects in the repository. Objects may also belong to other users and are not 
allowed for deletion. Part of the remove operation is to prove this condition. This 
operation must be initialized with the object to be deleted and an ancestor root 
node. The root node is required because of identifying the concerned branch and 
not delete objects referenced by other roots. Different restrictions must be 
recognized for deletion: 1) An object which is also a child of another root object is 
not allowed to be deleted. 2) Never delete other root objects except of the one 
specified for  deletion. If no restriction is matched, object and its children will be 
deleted from repository. This class collaborates with the "Fedora Resource Index 
Query Service". This service comes with Fedora and allows regular expression to 
determine object relations to search for. This helps to find the objects which are 
related to other root objects in a performant way. 

The following part explains the cases, which are handled: 

 TasObject 

  TasObject marked to remove from repository 

  Root Object 

  Indicated root object 

Restriction 1: An object which is also a child of another root object is not allowed 
to be deleted. 
 
(A) 
 

   
 
The TasObject indicated for deletion is referenced by another root object in the 
repository. In this case only the relation between the indicated root object and the 
TasObject will be removed. 
 
(B) 
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In this case nothing happens. The object can not be deleted, because it is 
referenced by another TasObject in the branch, which is also referenced by 
another root object. 
 
 
 
(C) 
   

   
 
The root is referenced by another root object and can not be deleted. This is a 
special case in the "Fedora Resource Index Query Service". The indicated root 
object holds a  reference to the TasObject marked to be removed. This seems 
redundant but it is required by the Fedora Resource Index Query Service to stay 
in a consistent state. 
 
(D) 
 

   
 
In this case the object can be deleted, even though it is indirectly referenced by 
another object. This means: The indicated root is referenced by another root. 
 
Restriction 2: Never delete root objects except the one specified for deletion. 
 
(E) 
 

   

If the denoted TasObject is a root object by itself, the only operation allowed is to 
cut the references. 

(F) 
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Root objects are allowed to be deleted if it is specified for deletion. All referenced 
root object have to persist. 

 

Also cycles must be considered 

(G)  

 

In this case, it is same as in (F), but we have two relations between the root 
nodes. If we delete the denoted root, the second root node is not allowed to be 
deleted, but its parent relation to the denoted root node must be removed. 

(H) 

 

The same as in (E), but the relation from the other root node to the denoted one 
has to persist. 

(I) 

 

No problem to delete this node, but be aware of deleting both relations. 

 

UpdateOperation(Modify content and attachments, then commit changes to 
DB): 

Operation to change content information (policies or normal content objects) or 
delete and add attachments to TasObjects. An object can only be updated if it is 
in the repository. 

The UpdateOperation works similar to the IngestOperation, not by creating new 
FoXmlDocuments, but by changing its content entries and uploading afterwards. 
J4Fox assumes version control, so updating is also an upload operation supported 
by J4Fox. 

 

Undo and redo support 

ATasOperation implements the AbstractUndoableEdit support undo and redo 
functionality. To set an operation undoable, it must be set with the help of 
UndoableEditSupport.  
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External services 

The IDManagerService is an Axis2 web service working with hibernate. It is 
connected with an HSQL- or MySQL database which stores mappings from ids to 
Fedora pids. This service serves functionalities to request a new TasID, 
registrate mappings, query the Fedora PID to a corresponding ID (and vice versa) 
and registrate ingested root objects in a separate table. 

The FoXmlIngestService is just used by the IngestOperation. It saves resources 
when ingesting many TasObjects at once. First a zip file containing all the 
managed content and the FoXml files has to be built. Afterwards the package can 
be send to the ingest service. 

Seam Web Application 
The web application of the Repository Explorer is implemented with JBoss Seam. 
Seam is a framework which combines Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB3) and 
JavaServer Faces(JSF). The Seam Web Application adopts the data model of the 
Tas3ToFedora-Explorer and builds it's own web frontend with the help of Seam 
and with Ajax support on it. The functionality of the JBoss Seam development 
would be too complex to explain here. For further explanations to Seam have a 
look at http://seamframework.org/. 
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5.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 
The SOA Gateway uses Apache to host its services. The Apache is configured to 
load a module called request processing module called mod_xmiddle.so. This 
module hooks into the apache request processing.  

The module configures 2 TAS3-related apache directives.  

Directive Function 

EnableZxid Enable TAS3 security on or off 

ZxidPath Use a non-standard path to ZXID. The 
default is /var/zxid or c:/zxid/ 

 

Furthr configuration options can be enabled via ZXID. 

For GET requests with o=B as the argument AND if EnableZxid is on, the 
metadata will be returned. E.g. 

http://localhost:8090/Activity?o=B 

This request will allocate a new zxid_conf object with zxid_new_conf_to_cf. If the 
ZxidPath T3-SG-WSP option is set, then the ZXID PATH option will be provided 
on the zxid_new_conf_to_cf api call. Otherwise, the default configuration is used. 

Next a call is made to zxid_simple_cf API, providing the 0x3d54 automation flag, 
and “o=B” as the query string. The automations flags are ZXID options that allow 
you to control which operations should be performed automatically, and which 
should be passed to the calling application. 

1 0x01 ZXID_AUTO_EXIT Call exit(), 0=return "n", even if auto CGI 

2 0x02 ZXID_AUTO_REDIR Automatic. handle redirects, assume CGI 
(calls exit(2)) 

4 0x04 ZXID_AUTO_SOAPC 
 SOAP 

response handling, content gen 

 

8 0x08 ZXID_AUTO_SOAPH SOAP response handling, header gen 

16 0x10 ZXID_AUTO_METAC Metadata response handling, content gen 

32 0x20 ZXID_AUTO_METAH Metadata response handling, header gen 

64 0x40 ZXID_AUTO_LOGINC IdP select/Logic page handling, content gen 

128 0x80 ZXID_AUTO_LOGINH IdP select/Login page handling, header gen 

256 0x100 ZXID_AUTO_MGMTC Management page handling, content gen 

http://localhost:8090/Activity?o=B�
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512 0x200 ZXID_AUTO_MGMTH Management page handling, content gen 

1024 0x400 ZXID_AUTO_FORMF In idp list and mgmt screen, generate form 
fields 

2048 0x800 ZXID_AUTO_FORMT In idp list & mgmt screen, wrap in <form> tag 

4095 0xfff ZXID_AUTO_ALL Enable all automatic CGI behaviour 

4096 0x1000 ZXID_AUTO_DEBUG Enable debugging output to stderr 

8192 0x2000 ZXID_AUTO_OFMTQ Output format Query String 

16384 0x4000 ZXID_AUTO_OFMTJ Output format JSON 

 

For POST requests, the following occurs: 

− Create new zxid_conf using zxid_new_conf_to_cf. This needs to take 
account of the setting of the T3-SG-WSP ZxidPath option.  

− Allocate the session with zxid_alloc_ses 

− Call zxid_wsp_validate with the conf, ses and soap request. 

− Call zxid_az to ensure that the users policy is enforced for the request 

− Handle request using SOA Gateway 

− Call zxid_az to ensure that the users policy is enforced for the response 

− Call zxid_wsp_decorate with the conf, ses and soap 

− Send SOAP back to client 
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6 API and Library Information 

6.1 Repository Server 
6.1.1.1 JFedora 
The library provides means to ease the creation and modification of FO-XML 
documents. Furthermore a set of operations support the user when he needs to 
communicate with the adapted Fedora repository (e.g. to authenticate using 
TAS3 security services). 

Each of the following sections provides a description of the classes and methods 
that can be used for a specific task. 

Authenticate and Authorise  before sending messages to and from the 
Fedora Repository 

Boolean#authenticateAtIdP(String user, String role, String pw) 
Originator of the outgoing calls  authenticates at the predefined Identity Provider. 
Moreover, a PDP call is initialized to receive whether the current user is allowed 
or not to access the Fedora repository. After receiving a “true” the session is 
established and the JFedora client (e.g. the TAS3 Explorer) is allowed to interact 
with the Fedora repository.  
 

Building up a FO-XML document 

A preset can be used in order to specify a set of values that are related to an 
aspect of a Fedora object. The appropriate FO-XML fragment can be created with 
the help of a factory. The following list shows the relationships of the provided 
presets and factories. One factory can handle one specific type of preset. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.stream.DatastreamPreset 
 
An instance can be used to specify the values of a Datastream. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
j4fox.constants.datastream.DatastreamComponent 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.datastream.DatastreamFactory 
 
Uses of other factories: 
A DatastreamVersionFactory is used if a DatastreamPreset references a 
set of DatastreamVersionPreset's. First the FO-XML for the 
DatastreamPreset is created. Then the FO-XML is extended with the help 
of the DatastreamVersionPreset's. The creation of the FO-XML fragments 
for the DatastreamVersionPreset's is delegated to a 
DatastreamVersionFactory. 
 
Further explanations: 
A DatastreamPreset provides methods for registering presets for 
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Datastream Versions. Such versions are taken into account by the factory. 
A DatastreamFactory creates FO-XML fragments for a DatastreamPreset 
and all its versions. 
A DatastreamFactory can also capture the values of a Datastream that 
belong to a Fedora object in the adapted repository. The latest Datastream 
Version will be taken into account. Furthermore the values of multiple 
Datastreams can be captured. The user can specify a string generator for 
naming presets that are created during the capturing process. 
 
 
 
 
Related methods: 

◦ DatastreamFactory#addPresetForRemoteStream(String dsId, String 
pid, String buildName) 
 
Captures the values of a Datastream. The Datastream is addressed 
with a pair of identifiers (dsId, pid). The identifier pid addresses the 
Fedora object that contains the Datastream. The identifier dsId 
identifies the Datastream inside the Fedora object. A preset named 
buildName will be created for the values. 

◦ DatastreamFactory#addPresetsForRemoteStreams(String pid, 
DependentGenerator<info.Fedora.www.definitions._1._0.types.Datastre
am> idGenerator) 
 
Captures the values of all Datastreams that are contained by the 
Fedora object with the given pid A set of presets will be created for the 
values. The names of the presets will be determined with the 
idGenerator. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.stream.version.types. 
DatastreamVersionPresetForExternalContent, 
j4fox.impl.content.preset.stream.version.types. 
DatastreamVersionPresetForXmlContent, 
j4fox.impl.content.preset.stream.version.types. 
DatastreamVersionPresetForManagedContent 
 
An instance can be used to specify the values of a Datastream Version. 
Every preset type contains a set of methods for accessing the content. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
j4fox.constants.datastream.DatastreamVersionComponent 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.datastream.DatastreamVersionFactory 
 
Further explanations: 
A DatastreamVersionFactory can also capture the Datastream Versions of 
a Datastream in the adapted repository. The user can specify a string 
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generator for naming presets that are created during the capturing 
process. 
 
Related methods: 

◦ DatastreamVersionFactory#addPresetsForRemoteVersions(String pid, 
String dsId, 
DependentGenerator<info.Fedora.www.definitions._1._0.types.Datastre
am> idGenerator) 
 
Captures the values of all Datastream Versions that are contained by 
a Datastream. The Datastream is addressed with a pair of identifiers 
(dsId, pid). The identifier pid addresses the Fedora object that 
contains the Datastream. The identifier dsId identifies the 
Datastream inside the Fedora object. A set of presets will be created 
for the values. The names of the presets will be determined with the 
idGenerator. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.stream.DisseminatorPreset 
 
An instance can be used to specify the values of a Disseminator. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
j4fox.constants.disseminator.DisseminatorComponent 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.disseminator.DisseminatorFactory 
 
Uses of other factories: 
A DisseminatorVersionFactory is used if a DisseminatorPreset references a 
set of DisseminatorVersionPreset's. First the FO-XML for the 
DisseminatorPreset is created. Then the FO-XML is extended with the 
help of the DisseminatorVersionPreset's. The creation of the FO-XML 
fragments for the DisseminatorVersionPreset's is delegated to a 
DisseminatorVersionFactory. 
 
Further explanations: 
A DisseminatorPreset provides methods for registering presets for 
Disseminator Versions. Such versions are taken into account by the 
factory. A DisseminatorFactory creates FO-XML fragments for a 
DisseminatorPreset and all its versions. 
A DisseminatorFactory can also capture the values of a Disseminator that 
belong to a Fedora object in the adapted repository. The latest 
Disseminator Version will be taken into account. Furthermore the values 
of multiple Disseminators can be captured. The user can specify a string 
generator for naming presets that are created during the capturing 
process. 
 
Related methods: 
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◦ DisseminatorFactory#addPresetForRemoteDisseminator(String dId, 
String pid, String buildName) 
 
Captures the values of a Disseminator. The Disseminator is addressed 
with a pair of identifiers (dId, pid). The identifier pid addresses the 
Fedora object that contains the Disseminator. The identifier dId 
identifies the Disseminator inside the Fedora object. A preset named 
buildName will be created for the values. 

◦ DisseminatorFactory#addPresetsForRemoteDisseminators(String pid, 
DependentGenerator<info.Fedora.www.definitions._1._0.types.Dissemi
nator> idGenerator) 
 
Captures the values of all Disseminators that are contained by the 
Fedora object with the given pid. A set of presets will be created for 
the values. The names of the presets will be determined with the 
idGenerator. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.stream.version.DisseminatorVersionPreset 
 
An instance can be used to specify the values of a Disseminator Version. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
j4fox.constants.disseminator.DisseminatorVersionComponent 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.disseminator.DisseminatorVersionFactory 
 
Uses of other factories: 
A ServiceInputMapFactory is used if a DisseminatorVersionPreset 
refeences a ServiceInputMapPreset. First the FO-XML for the 
DisseminatorVersionPreset is created. Then the FO-XML is extended with 
the help of the ServiceInputMapPreset. The creation of the FO-XML 
fragment for the ServiceInputMapPreset is delegated to a 
ServiceInputMapFactory. 
 
Further explanations: 
A DisseminatorVersionPreset provides methods for registering a preset for 
the Service Input Map. The map is taken into account by the factory. A 
DisseminatorVersionFactory creates a FO-XML fragment for a 
DisseminatorVersionPreset and the registered ServiceInputMapPreset. 
A DisseminatorVersionFactory can also capture the Disseminator Versions 
of a Disseminator in the adapted repository. The user can specify a string 
generator for naming presets that are created during the capturing 
process. 
 
Related methods: 

◦ DisseminatorVersionFactory#addPresetsForRemoteVersions(String 
pid, String dissId, 
DependentGenerator<info.Fedora.www.definitions._1._0.types.Dissemi
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nator> idGenerator) 
 
Captures the values of all Disseminator Versions that are contained by 
a Disseminator. The Disseminator is addressed with a pair of 
identifiers (dissId, pid). The identifier pid addresses the Fedora object 
that contains the Disseminator. The identifier dissId identifies the 
Disseminator inside the Fedora object. A set of presets will be created 
for the values The names of the presets will be determined with the 
idGenerator. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.map.ObjectPropertiesPreset 
 
An instance can be used to specify the properties of a Fedora object. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
The different properties are defined by the enumeration 
j4fox.constants.document.ObjectProperty 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.object.ObjectPropertiesFactory 
 
Uses of other factories: 
none 
 
Further explanations: 
An ObjectPropertiesFactory can also capture the properties of a Fedora 
object in the adapted repository. 
 
Related methods: 

◦ ObjectPropertiesFactory#addPresetForRemoteObject(String pid) 
 
Captures the properties of a Fedora object in the adapted repository. 
The object is specified by its pid. A preset is created for the values. The 
pid will be the name of the preset. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.DCMetaDataPreset 
 
An instance can be used to specify the Dublin Core Metadata of a Fedora 
object. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
Each valid property is listed in 
j4fox.constants.datastream.DublinCoreElement. 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.datastream.DublinCoreFactory 
 
Uses of other factories: 
The Dublin Core Metadata is stored with the help of a Datastream with 
XML Content. Hence the DatastreamFactory is used to create the FO-
XML fragment. 
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Further explanations: 
A DublinCoreFactory can also capture the Dublin Core Metadata of a 
Fedora object in the adapted repository. 
 
 
 
 
Related methods: 

◦ DublinCoreFactory#addPresetForRemoteObject(String pid) 
 
Captures the Dublin Core Metadata of a Fedora object in the adapted 
repository. The object is specified by its pid. A preset is created for the 
values. The pid will be the name of the preset. 

• j4fox.impl.content.preset.map.ServiceInputMapPreset 
 
An instance can be used to specify the Service Input Map of a 
Disseminator. 
 
Enumeration defining the value types: 
An entry can be specified with the help of the class 
j4fox.impl.content.common.model.map.ServiceMapEntry. The 
enumeration j4fox.constants.disseminator.ServiceMapEntryField lists the 
components of an entry. 
 
Appropriate factory: 
j4fox.impl.factory.disseminator.ServiceInputMapFactory 
 
Uses of other factories: 
none 
 
Further explanations: 
An ServiceInputMapFactory can also capture the values of a Service Input 
Map that is specified by a Disseminator in the adapted repository. 
 
Related methods: 

◦ addPresetForRemoteMap(String pid, String dissId, String 
dissVersionId, String buildName) 
 
Captures the values of a Service Input Map that belongs to a 
Disseminator Version. The Disseminator Version is addressed with 
three identifiers (pid, dissId, dissVersionId). The identifier pid 
addresses the Fedora object that contains the parent Disseminator. 
The identifier dissId identifies the Disseminator inside the Fedora 
object. The identifier dissVersionId is the identifier of the 
Disseminator Version that contains the Service Input Map. A preset 
named buildName will be created for the values. 
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Accessing a FO-XML document 

A FO-XML document is represented by an instance of the class FoXmlDocument. 
The parts of a document can be accessed hierarchically. 

Every wrapper provides methods for the iteration over the wrappers that give 
access to additional values. An example is the method  

FoXmlDocument#iteratorForDatastreams(DatastreamComponent component, 
String value, boolean isRegex) 

The method will return an instance of 

java.util.Iterator<Datastream> 

that can be used in order to iterate over the wrappers for the contained 
Datastreams. The user can specify a filter that should be applied during the 
iteration. A returned Iterator will return wrappers for Datastreams whose value 
type component is bound to the value value. (e.g. DatastreamComponent.ID == 
“some-id”) 

If isRegex is true, value is interpreted as a regular expression. In that case  the 
method will return wrappers for Datastreams whose value type component is 
bound to a value that is matched by the regular expression value (e.g. 
DatastreamComponent.CONTROL_GROUP == “M|E”). Valid expressions are 
defined in the documentation (javadoc) of the class java.util.regex.Pattern. 

Related methods: 

• FoXmlDocument#iteratorForDatastreams(DatastreamComponent 
component, String value, boolean isRegex) 
 
Note: The Datastream for the DC Metadata will be omitted by every 
returned Iterator instance. 

• FoXmlDocument#iteratorForDatastreams() 
 
Note: The Datastream for the DC Metadata will be omitted by every 
returned Iterator instance. 

• FoXmlDocument#iteratorForDisseminators(DisseminatorComponent 
component, String value, boolean isRegex) 

• FoXmlDocument#iteratorForDisseminators() 

• DatastreamVersion#iteratorForVersions(DatastreamVersionComponent 
component, String value, boolean isRegex) 
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• DatastreamVersion#iteratorForVersions() 

• Disseminator#iteratorForVersions(DisseminatorVersionComponent 
component, String value, boolean isRegex) 

• Disseminator#iteratorForVersions() 

The object properties and the DC Metadata can be accessed directly with the 
following methods: 

• FoXmlDocument#getProperties() 

• FoXmlDocument#getMetaData() 

The wrapper for a Service Input Map can be retrieved with the method 
Disseminator#getServiceInputMap(). 

Overall, the same methods exist for every preset that corresponds to one of the 
shown wrappers. 

Bypassing the library 

Every wrapper has an additional method named getType(). Such a method will 
return the instance of the class that is used to access the DOM. The class will be 
one of the classes that were generated with the help of Altova XML Spy. Every 
instance of such a class encapsulates the DOM node it is operating on. 

The advice is to avoid this functionality since it can break the consistency of the 
caches. In case of need caches can be updated manually. All content models that 
have to administrate a cache implement a method for accessing the cache. 

Utility methods 

The library consists partly of methods that ease the communication with the 
adapted Fedora repository. The methods are part of the static class 
j4fox.impl.operation.Operations#Repository and can be used for other means. 

Batch Ingest 

The method ingestFoXmlPackage(FoXmlDocument[] documents) will do a batch 
ingest with the help of the supplied ingest service. It will throw an exception if 
the ingest fails.  The ingest service has to reside on the same server as the 
adapted Fedora repository. 

6.1.1.2 Repository Explorer 
 

Accessible methods of the model (TasModel) 

public void setTasPackageFile(File tasPackageFile); 

− Method to set the generic TAS3 file. It creates the generic data format. 
Based on this the TasObject tree is generated. 
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public void executeTasOperation(ETasOperationType type); 

− Call to execute an operation. ETasOperationType contains all the 
available operation types. 

 
public void executeTasOperation(ETasOperationType type, 
   ITasOperationListener l); 

• Call to execute an operation and attach a listener. This listener gets 
information about progress and status of the running operation. 

public void doUndo(ATasOperation operation); 
public void doRedo(ATasOperation operation); 

• Methods to call the undo or redo functionality corresponding to its 
operation parameter. 

 
Accessible methods of any TasOperation (ATasOperation) 
 
public TasOperationResult execute(); 

• To execute an operation directly call the execute()-method. It starts the 
operation and returns a TasOperationResult object. This result object 
contains information about the success of an operation and possible error 
messages. 
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6.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 
More detailed information about the operations provided by the SOA Gateway 
are as follows: 

Parameters are required unless otherwise stated. 

Operation list 

Description 

The list operation returns a list of records or rows from your data source.  

The data returned can be limited or restricted by providing key 
information.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"database" type, for example, Adabas or MySQL  

Parameters 

− Key data 

Key data must be entered for at least one of the fields defined as 
a key.  

− Options 

None 

Result 

The result will be either : 

• an XML document wrapped in a SOAP message and containing 
the requested data  

• a SOAP fault message 
 

Operation select 

Description 

The select operation returns a list of records or rows from your data 
source. The maximum number of rows/records returned can be set via 
the SOA Gateway Control Centre.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"database" type, for example, Adabas or MySQL  

The data returned can be limited or restricted by providing key 
information. The select operation extends the capability of the list 
operation by enabling searches on a larger set of criteria.  

The key information for a select is wrapped in a condition block and can 
be repeated several times within that block. Each key entry represents an 
'AND' condition. Condition blocks can also be repeated several times. 
Each condition block represents an 'OR' condition. The condition block 
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accepts the following specifies:  

Conditions 

1. Less than a specific value (LT). 
2. Less than or equal to a specific value (LE). 
3. Equal to a specific value (EQ). 
4. Greater than a specific value (GT). 
5. Greater than or equal to a specific value (GE). 
6. Not equal to a specific value (NE). 
7. Starting with a specific value (START). Character based fields only. 
8. Ending with a specific value (ENDS). Character based fields only. 

9. Containing a specific value (CONTAINS). Character based fields 
only. 

Example 

<soapenv:Body> 
  <cus:customerinformationGroupSelectElement> 
    <condition> 
      <CustomerNumber 
Condition="GE">40</CustomerNumber> 
      <CustomerNumber 
Condition="LT">50</CustomerNumber> 
    </condition> 
    <condition> 
      <CustomerNumber 
Condition="EQ">59</CustomerNumber> 
    </condition> 
    <condition> 
      <CustomerNumber 
Condition="EQ">61</CustomerNumber> 
    </condition> 
  </cus:customerinformationGroupSelectElement> 
 </soapenv:Body> 

The example above specifies 3 condition blocks. This will return data 
where the (CustomerNumber >= 40 and CustomerNumber <= 50) or 
CustomerNumber = 59 or CustomerNumber = 61  

Parameters 

− Key data 

Key data must be entered for at least one of the fields defined as 
a key.  

− Options 

None 

Result 

The result will be either : 

− an XML document wrapped in a SOAP message and containing 
the requested data  

− a SOAP fault message 
 

Operation get 
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Description 

The get operation returns a single record or row from your data source.  

The data returned is specified by providing unique key information 
identifying a single record / row.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"database" type, for example, Adabas or MySQL  

Parameters 

− Key Data 

Key data must be entered for at least one of the fields defined as 
a primary key field, so that a single record can be identified.  

− Options 

None 

Result 

The result will be either : 

• an XML document wrapped in a SOAP message and containing 
the requested data  

• a SOAP fault message 
 

Operation add 

Description 

The add operation adds a single record or row of data to your data 
source.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"database" type, for example, Adabas or MySQL  

Parameters 

• Add Data 

Provide values for each of the fields defined. These are the fields 
/ columns of the data on your data source.  

You must add data for at least one of the fields specified as being 
primary key fields.  

• Options 

None 

Result 

The result will be either : 

• a SOAP message indicating the operation succeeded 

• a SOAP fault message 
 

Operation update 
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Description 

The update operation updates a single record or row of data.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"database" type, for example, Adabas or MySQL  

Parameters 

• Update Data 

Provide values for each of the fields defined. These are the fields 
/ columns of the data on your data source.  

Key data must be entered for at least one of the fields defined as 
a primary key field.  

Others fields may be left empty if you do not wish to change 
their value.  

• Options 

None 

Result 

The result will be either : 

− a SOAP message indicating the operation succeeded 

− a SOAP fault message 
 

Operation delete 

Description 

The delete operation deletes a single record or row of data from the data 
source.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"database" type, for example, Adabas or MySQL  

Parameters 

− Key Data 

Key data must be entered for at least one of the fields defined as 
a primary key field, so that a single record can be identified.  

− Options 

None 

Result 

The result will be either : 

− a SOAP message indicating the operation succeeded 

− a SOAP fault message 
 

Operation invoke 
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Description 

The invoke operation makes a call to a function or program.  

This operation will only be available when the web service is a 
"program" type, for example, NATURAL, COBOL or when the web 
service describes a database stored procedure.  

Parameters 

• Parameters 

Each of the fields defined can be input, output, or input+output.  

Provide values for each of the fields defined as input or 
input+output. These match the function/program parameters that 
are required on the call.  

Result 

The result will be either : 

• a SOAP message return the results of the program/function 
invoked  

• a SOAP fault message 
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7 License Information 
University of Koblenz-Landau 
All software produced in TAS3 by the IWM11

RISARIS 

 at the University of Koblenz-
Landau is released under the BSD license. 

 
 
LEGAL NOTICES 
This notice is valid for all products of the SOA Gateway (the "Product") 
product lines and associated Risaris products. 
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ BEFORE INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE 
PART A: GENERAL TERMS 
You are not allowed to install or use the Product without a 
corresponding license agreement. 
If you have entered into a license agreement with one of Risaris's 
subsidiaries or distributors (the License Agreement) the installation 
and use of the Product is subject to your acceptance of additional 
terms which are provided for you in the section Additional Terms. 
If you have not entered into a License Agreement you must execute the 
license agreement with Risaris which is provided for you in the section 
Risaris License Agreement for Trial Versions of Risaris Software ONLY. 
 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
The SOA Gateway product line are Products of Risaris, an Irish Limited 
Liability Company with its principal place of business at 6 The Mill Buildings, 
The Maltings, Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland. 
Risaris is the sole owner of all industrial property rights and 
copyright to the Products and accompanying user documentation or has 
the respective distribution rights. References made in or on the 
Products to the copyright or to other industrial property rights must 
not be altered, deleted or obliterated in any manner. 
© Copyright Risaris, 6 The Mill Buildings, The Maltings, Bray, 
Co. Wicklow, Ireland 2010. 
All rights reserved. 
 
ADDITIONAL TERMS 
The license does not grant you the right to sublicense, rent, assign 
or lease the software, in whole or in part, and you may not decompile, 
disassemble, modify, decrypt, extract or otherwise reverse engineer, 
or make further copies of the software, except as explicitly permitted 
by the License Agreement. 
Also, the Product contains certain third party technology that is not 
designed or intended for use in on-line control of aircraft, air 
traffic, aircraft navigation or aircraft communications; or in the 
design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear 

                                                
11 Institut fuer Wissensmedien – Knowledge Media Institute 
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facility. You must not use or redistribute the Product for such 
purposes. 
Due to certain third party technology contained in the Product, the 
Product is subject to U.S. export control laws, including the U.S. 
Export Administration Act and its associated regulations, and may be 
subject to export or import regulations in other countries. You must 
comply strictly with all such regulations and, subject to the License 
Agreement, are responsible for obtaining licenses to export, 
re-export, or import the software. The software may not be downloaded, 
or otherwise exported or re-exported (i) into, or to a national or 
resident of Cuba, Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya, Sudan, Syria or any 
country to which the U.S. has embargoed goods; or (ii) to anyone on 
the U.S. Treasury Department's list of Specially Designated Nations or 
the U.S. Commerce Department's Table of Denial Orders. Use, 
duplication or disclosure by the United States government is subject 
to the restrictions as set forth in the Rights in Technical Data and 
Computer Software Clauses in DFARS 252.227-7013 (c) (1) (ii) and FAR 
52.227-19 (c) (2) as applicable. 
 
 
PART B: RISARIS LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR TRIAL VERSIONS OF 
RISARIS SOFTWARE ONLY 
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THIS RISARIS LICENSE AGREEMENT 
CAREFULLY 
BEFORE INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE! THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE 
AGREEMENT 
APPLY ONLY IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY EXECUTED A LICENSE 
AGREEMENT WITH A 
RISARIS SUBSIDIARY OR DISTRIBUTOR 
 
LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR TRIAL VERSION 
By installing the enclosed software, you, as licensee, are entering 
into an agreement with Risaris, as licensor, with General Terms as 
defined in Part A, as well as with terms set forth below (Part B). In 
case of conflicting terms between Part A and B, the terms of this Part 
B shall apply. If you do not agree to the terms of this agreement, 
promptly return all media with the enclosed software and the 
accompanying documentation and other written materials to Risaris 
before installation. 
 
THE LICENSE 
With this agreement, Risaris grants you - free of charge - a 
non-exclusive license to use the enclosed software and accompanying 
documentation (Software) on a single computer, on a workstation or on 
a single terminal within a network for evaluation and testing purposes 
for a time period defined below (see section License Validity). In no 
event may the Software be deployed or used for any commercial 
production purpose unless you acquire a commercial license from 
Risaris and pay the applicable license fees. You may not pass on 
copies of the Software to any third party or transfer the Software by 
electronic means to other computers via a network. For multi-user 
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hardware systems or networks, a separate license is required for each 
user or each workstation. You have the right to make one copy of the 
Software solely for archival and backup purposes. You may not 
decompile, disassemble, modify, decrypt, extract or otherwise reverse 
engineer, or make further copies of the Software or parts thereof. 
This license agreement, with the downloaded or otherwise provided and 
used authorization key, is proof of your entering into this license 
agreement and you must retain it. This license does not grant you the 
right to sublicense, transfer, rent, assign or lease the Software, in 
whole or in part. 
THIRD PARTY RESTRICTIONS 
The Software is not designed or intended for use in on-line control of 
aircraft, air traffic, aircraft navigation or aircraft communications; 
or in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any 
nuclear facility. You warrant that you will not use the Software for 
such purposes. 
 
LICENSE VALIDITY 
This license is limited to a period defined in the license key file, 
but in any case no longer than ninety (90) days starting from the date 
of installation of the Software. 
 
COPYRIGHT 
Risaris is sole owner of the industrial property rights and 
copyright to the Software and accompanying user documentation or has 
the respective distribution rights. References made in or on the 
Software to the copyright or to other industrial property rights must 
not be altered, deleted or obliterated in any manner. 
 
LIMITED WARRANTY 
The Software is provided "as is" without any warranty whatsoever. You 
assume full responsibility for the selection of the Software to 
achieve your intended results and for the installation, use and 
results obtained from the Software. Any kind of support for the 
Risaris Software is explicitly excluded. 
 
UPDATES AND MAINTENANCE 
This license does not grant you any right to, license for or interest 
in any improvements, modifications, enhancements or updates to the 
Software and documentation or other support services. Such services 
are only available for regular commercial licenses. 
 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
Under no circumstances shall Risaris or its suppliers be liable 
for any damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for 
loss of business profits, work stoppage, loss of data or other 
financial loss) arising from the use of, or inability to use, this 
Software. 
 
TERMINATION 
Risaris reserves the right to terminate this agreement immediately 
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for good cause, whereby good cause is understood as any gross breach 
of this agreement. 
 
EXPORT 
The Software, including technical data, is subject to U.S. export 
control laws, including the U.S. Export Administration Act and its 
associated regulations, and may be subject to export or import 
regulations in other countries. You must comply strictly with all such 
regulations and acknowledge that you have the responsibility to obtain 
licenses to export, re-export, or import the Software. The Software 
may not be downloaded, or otherwise exported or re-exported (i) into, 
or to a national or resident of Cuba, Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya, 
Sudan, Syria or any country to which the U.S. has embargoed goods; or 
(ii) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department's list of Specially 
Designated Nations or the U.S. Commerce Department's Table of Denial 
Orders. Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States government 
is subject to the restrictions a set forth in the Rights in Technical 
Data and Computer Software Clauses in DFARS 252.227-7013(c) (1) (ii) 
and FAR 52.227-19 (c) (2) as applicable. Any other form of transfer or 
use of the Software which exceeds the scope of this license as 
described is prohibited. 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
The invalidity of any provision of this agreement shall not affect any 
other part of this agreement. This agreement represents the complete 
and exclusive statement concerning this license between the parties. 
No modification or amendment of this agreement will be binding on any 
party unless acknowledged in writing by their duly authorized 
representatives. This agreement shall be governed and construed by the 
laws of the Republic of Ireland. 
 
Valid from: 15.July.2007 
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8 Roadmap and Conclusions 

8.1 Repository Server 
8.1.1.1 JFedora 
The following issues have to be resolved: 

• the are currently no content managers for the content models that give 
access to Fedora Object Properties, Dublin Core Metadata or a Service 
Input Map. Thus the registration of bindings and an implementation of 
IChangeableContent are not provided for these content models. 

• the implementations of IChangeableContent do not consider aspects that 
are stored on a deeper level. This can be fixed rather fast because caches 
are already managed correctly. 
→ the tests have to be updated additionally. 

 
Furthermore, we have to adapt our JFedora to newer versions of TAS3 Security 
Services like T3-PDP and T3-IDP. The obligation handling components are in a 
very early state and need to be consolidated and permanently adapted to the 
evolving SOL (Simple Obligations Language). 

8.1.1.2 Repository Explorer 
The Repository Explorer will be available not only as a web based application but 
also as a special application for mobile devices. We already started to implement 
a Java based version that will be deployable on different mobile devices (Android, 
Symbian). 

Moreover, we plan to extend the TAS3Explorer to let the user manage (view, 
update etc.) her sticky policies. This is planned for the next year in cooperation 
with University of KENT. 

8.2 Risaris SOA Gateway 
 

Web Service Driver 
The SOA Gateway uses specific drivers to talk to specific database-types, or 
program languages. For example, a MySQL driver was used in section 4 to create 
web services which connected to a MySQL Database on the back end. It will also 
be possible to use a “Web Service Driver” to connect with web services on the 
backend too. This is particularly useful in situations where a company will not 
allow the SOA Gateway to install their software “in-house”. The alternative is for 
the SOA Gateway to expose TAS3-secured web services, and to internally call the 
3rd party web services as part of the request processing.  

Audit Bus 
Currently the SOA Gateway only integrates with the Audit Bus Component by 
way of the auditing calls in ZXID. Points in the SOA Gateway processing need to 
be determined where it makes sense to call out to the audit bus. It may be also 
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interesting to integrate the SOA Gateway Usage Governance information into 
the data passed to the Audit Bus. 

Usage and Lifecycle Governance 
Usage Governance will give interested parties the ability to see what sort of 
resources a specific web service is using. For example, how much memory is 
consumed by a service, how many concurrent users has this service handled, and 
how long it is taking a service to handle a request.  

Lifecycle governance is concerned with the versioning, status and availability of 
web services hosted by the SOA Gateway. It will allow administrators to set 
version identifiers in web services, thus allowing a web service to expand and 
change over time, without impacting on the clients who use this web service. As a 
web service develops and changes over time, the status can be refined, allowing 
an administrator to mark a web service as “test” mode, “freeze” a web service 
when it is in production, and ultimately mark it “deprecated” when no longer in 
use. 
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10 Appendix 
Proxy classes to access the PDP 

 
This buildfile creates the client from scratch, using the currently deployed wsdl. 
Afterwards, the AuthzServiceStub can be found in /clientsources/permisclient, 
while  
the data classes, used to build the arguments for it and its methods, litter about  
/clientsources. 
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